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Welcome
I am delighted to welcome you to the inaugural IAM Strategy

providers, with specialists from the major IP markets in North

300 Global Leaders guide.

America, Europe and Asia. Together they boast a wide range

Since its inception the IAM Strategy 300 has featured leading
figures in the IP world drawn from in-house, private practice,
service providers and beyond. A slot in the 300 has quickly
become a badge of honour for those who make the cut.
And so – with that in mind – this year we decided to throw
more light on these leading strategists and invited them to
give us some insight into how their careers have developed,

of expertise in IP-intensive sectors such as high-tech and
life sciences.
Given the myriad strategic challenges that patent owners
face throughout the world, I am sure that you will agree
that this guide will quickly become a valuable resource for
stakeholders across the IP community.
I hope that you enjoy it!

their thoughts on key trends in the market and their top tips for
other IP practitioners looking to progress.
Richard Lloyd

Like our Global Leaders guide, which features some of the
top-tier private practice lawyers from the IAM Patent 1000, these

Editor, IAM

interviews offer a fascinating window into some of the leading
strategic thinkers in the market.
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What are the key ingredients of a winning
IP strategy?
Intellectual property is a tool. It is a recognition, a security, an

Commerce and Industry’s IP Rights Committee.
What value do such organisations bring to the
wider IP ecosystem?

enabler, a differentiator – and a good IP strategy must involve

INTA is the voice for brand owners and brand innovators across

using intellectual property for all these purposes. IP rights

the globe. This non-profit organisation is highly regarded

should not only be used as insurance against market attacks on

and trusted for its advocacy of brands’ social and economic

it but also as a weapon that enables violations to be stopped.

value. When INTA elected me as a member of its Presidential

When intellectual property stands out, it also transacts through

Task Force, its objective of examining the complexities of

higher margins or an economic moat and attracts licensing and

brand valuation resonated with my focus to help businesses

collaborations. A good strategy must evolve with the times. It must

realise their full revenue potential by unleashing the power of

anticipate not only growth but future growth and be positioned for

intangibles and nurturing their IP potential. I readily agreed to

this. It must assess risks of obsolescence or theft including within

be a part of this incredible team to work towards the common

the set up. It must assess titles, be consistent and scalable and it

goal of researching and developing robust mechanisms

should embrace an ease of conversion with new technologies.

to equip businesses with strategies that ensure optimal IP
utilisation and to make various stakeholders aware of the

As an acclaimed IP strategist, what are your
predictions and expectations for the future of
intellectual property as a business asset?

indispensability of IP rights.

Gone are the days when trademarks, patents, copyrights and all

industries. It works to raise IP awareness among various

other categories of intellectual property were only considered

stakeholders in the Indian IP ecosystem and has elected a pool

to be legal matters that were entrusted to corporate lawyers,

of IP professionals whose expertise is used with the goal of

while strategising and building roadmaps for growth were the

developing a robust IP framework that will facilitate innovation,

responsibility of CEOs. Today, business leaders across the globe

create employment and boost economic growth – a must for a

are becoming increasingly IP savvy and acknowledging that

developing country such as India.

intellectual assets hold greater value than physical assets in the
quest for competitive advantage.
This cognisance of the importance of intellectual property
promises innovation at an unprecedented pace. To stay ahead

The Federation of the Indian Chambers of Commerce
and Industry’s IP Rights Committee is the voice of the Indian

I am also co-chair of the IP rights committee of the
Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India, which
is diving deep into industry-specific IP issues and trying to
customise solutions.

of the curve, businesses must keep innovating to include new

barriers. They will need to keep identifying new ways to harness

How has the Indian IP monetisation landscape
changed over the last five years – and what
further changes do you expect to see?

the full potential of their intellectual property – to do so, they

India is witnessing a paradigm shift towards innovations

will have to effectively evaluate and manage their IP portfolios

and entrepreneurship, backed by the government’s robust

to ensure that these are fully aligned with their business goals.

campaign for home-grown goods, as well as strong IP laws,

products and services to their offerings, explore new avenues
to expand sales and chart new markets beyond geographical

The robust defence of trademarks, patents and copyrights

which are rapidly evolving. With the country embracing cutting-

will enable businesses to relish the fruits of their innovations by

edge technological advancements and a growing hunger

commercialising them in the marketplace. IP assets will carry

among consumers, the Indian subcontinent offers incredible

a significant percentage of a business’s valuation, promising a

opportunities for IP creation, protection, commercialisation

remarkable return on investment and an edge over competitors.

and monetisation. Indian innovators are increasingly taking
cognisance of the fact that their intellectual property is an asset

You play a prominent role in various industry
bodies – including INTA’s Presidential Task
Force and the Federation of Indian Chambers of

IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021

that holds immense potential for revenue and therefore their
constant mission is to unleash the power of intangibles and
monetise them by nurturing untapped IP potential.
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You have been entrusted with patent work
by companies at the top of their industry.
What are the crucial skills for a top-level IP
professional to hone?

What are the key characteristics of an excellent
IP strategy?

I am certain that the answer as to why they have entrusted me

making with the general corporate strategy. This should come as

and my team is subjective and my clients are probably best

no surprise! In my view, the goals of any IP strategy should be:

placed to respond.

•

to help drive profits and expand revenue opportunities;

•

to minimise legal risks and dependencies towards

In my personal view, the crucial skills for top-level IP

The single most important component of an excellent IP
strategy is to align the IP strategy, management and decision

third parties;

professionals to hone are:
•

understanding clients’ business goals and needs;

•

•

demonstrating sound legal and technical knowledge; and

•

establishing strong relationships and trust with clients.

•

Some people say that technical skills are essential. While

•

to position the company as a unique provider through a
portfolio of enforceable IP rights;
to maximise the company’s return on investment to its
shareholders; and

I agree that top-level IP professionals should have sharp

to foster an increased valuation in view of the company’s
financing and/or exit strategy.

technical skills, I would actually argue that legal skills are more
important. This is especially true in patent litigation, where
a comprehensive knowledge of procedural law is crucial. To

In other words, the goals of an IP strategy are to maximise
assets and minimise liabilities.

succeed as an IP professional, you must also keep up to speed
with how case law in the patent field develops – not only in
your own jurisdiction and at the EPO, but also in other key
jurisdictions where your clients operate.

How do you manage expectations and maintain
close working relationships with clients when
the stakes are so high?
I try to live by the following principles:

Which of the cases that you have worked on
are you most proud of – and why?

•

Focus on timely and efficient communication.

•

Maintain a positive attitude.

There have been quite a few cases that I am proud of. On

•

Acknowledge my clients as individuals.

behalf of our team at Ström & Gulliksson and our sister firm

•

Share knowledge.

Advokatbyrån Gulliksson, I am probably most proud of our

•

Be open about my opinions.

work on the court cases PMT 11578-16, PMT 2300-17 and

•

Exceed expectations.

PMT 11995-17 for Japanese company Seiko Epson. I was

sought several infringement findings in Sweden in order to

What changes would you like to see made to the
Swedish patent landscape – and how likely do
you think they are to take place?

achieve its overall global business goals. The court cases

Sweden is an innovative country. However, some companies

settled in 2019 and, at the time of the dispute, arguably

still do not seem to understand the importance of receiving

represented one of the biggest patent disputes in the

patent advice from European or authorised patent attorneys.

country. The complexity of the cases, from both a technical

Therefore, valuable intangible assets can be put at risk. I would

and a legal perspective, the commercial importance of the

welcome a debate on how to raise awareness among tech-

cases and the fact that the opposing counsel was known

intensive companies regarding this and perhaps improve the

as one of the best patent litigation teams in Sweden at the

national authorisation of patent attorneys to a similar level

time made it a high-profile case. It was extremely rewarding

as the European counterpart regarding the right to represent

and satisfying to work together in a team with some of the

clients before the relevant authorities. While I know that the

best patent lawyers in Sweden and with talented Seiko

Swedish Intellectual Property Office is trying to raise awareness

Epson professionals to develop and implement our patent

on this, I think that it is unlikely the national authorisation will

litigation strategy.

be changed any time soon.

the lead European patent attorney and it was a privilege
to represent an esteemed company like Seiko Epson as it

IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021
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What is the biggest career challenge that you
have faced and what can others learn from how
you overcame it?

major differences in managing such different
client relationships?

Transitioning from a traditional patent attorney career to a

our clients are among the biggest in the world. Others are

new role as an IP consultant felt very radical at the time, and

as small as they get – individual inventors. But they all have

my beloved friends and colleagues shared my terror! We do,

something in common – they are intensely entrepreneurial

after all, make a very comfortable living and enjoy fascinating,

and open minded, seeking out cutting-edge approaches to

futuristic work, as patent attorneys. But although I relished

intellectual property and tech development. They do not just

conventional patent work, I always felt a deep urge to build new

build new technologies, they build them in brand-new ways,

things myself, and I saw endless opportunities for understanding

striving to understand the very source of invention and how

and developing new technology and intellectual property with

to make it more robust. In this sense, at ScoreIP, we are an

the advent of Big Data. I still love helping other entrepreneurs

entrepreneur’s entrepreneur.

It is true that we work with all – large and small. Some of

with their visions, and always will, but I do that better now,

products that ScoreIP (and its data backbone, JudicalStats)

You are a named inventor yourself. How has
that affected your attitude to – and insight into
– patent protection?

have created make me 200% better as an IP strategist, because

I will come right out and say it – I am pro-patent and pro-IP

I still have the experience and insight of a patent attorney, but

rights in general. I believe that patent rights, although certainly

can now deliver so much more than just legal analysis.

not perfect, provide vital protection for the risky businesses of

developing fundamental new technologies and approaches
to the innovation table. The unique data, software and tech

new, cash-strapped innovators. It feels strange even phrasing it

What led you to work on the groundbreaking
patent and legal statistics database project,
JudicialStats, and how are patent analytics
transforming innovation?

that way, since for most of recorded history, that has not been

When the JudicialStats project began in 2010, I was working

grief on the other side of the ‘V’, in patent cases, leading to that

at Manhattan IP boutique Fitzpatrick, Cella. Although small,

watershed moment known as the America Invents Act in 2012.

we were entrusted with multi-billion-dollar patent cases, such

The challenge of the next 10 years will be to develop patent

as the litigation protecting Blockbuster blood pressure drug

law and policy in new, more considerate and constructive

Benicar (which we won at trial and on appeal). I realised that

directions, revitalising inventor protections, while also

so much hinged on actionable intelligence that we simply

improving patent quality and transparency. The groundwork for

did not have. Sure, we would poke around a bit and talk shop

that rebirth is being laid as we speak.

a radical ‘coming out’ statement. But there has been a great
deal of confusion over the role of intellectual property in the
past 10 years. At the same time, I understand the concerns and

informally about judges, patent examiners and other decision

patent examiner and judicial data and, to my amazement, they

What do you expect to be the next big tech
sectors to take off – and how can companies
and investors best position themselves to
capitalise on these?

just were not out there. I think that coming from a scientific

It is no question that AI will be the next fundamental

background, as well as a legal one, conditioned me to realise

technological revolution, far exceeding the impact of its

the huge, untapped opportunity for a scientifically rigorous

precursor – the information revolution. I also believe that new

patent and legal analytics business. Copiers quickly followed, of

players should, at least partially, grow from new, surprising

course, but we were the first (and I believe we are still the best)

places – much as the internet companies that we know as the

dedicated patent statistics company. We have since launched

most dominant in the world today were mostly ‘new blood’.

several new products, which are even more exciting than our

When IBM emerged, it was not a division of General Electric, and

original statistical reports. So, think of us as a re-emerging

when Google emerged, it was not a division of IBM. All these

stealth company, at the moment.

luminaries are still huge today. But change includes new voices,

makers, but there was nothing reliable, rigorous or even
consistent; it was all through the grapevine and usually biased
and wrong. I searched for dedicated providers of rigorous

new methods, new inventions and even brand-new ways to

You are known for working with big-name firms,
including Walmart (Jet.com) and Major League
Baseball, as well as start-ups. What are the

IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021

invent. That is what we strive to understand and develop at
ScoreIP. We can expect a fundamental power shift, not just a
technological one, over the next 30 years.
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Biography
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Can you tell us about some of the biggest
obstacles you have faced in your professional
life – and how you have overcome them?

What impact do you expect developments such
as AI to have on the wider IP landscape?

My first major challenge was working out how to transition from

shades and flavours. So it is first important to avoid generalising

being a specialist – in my case a patent attorney – to getting

AI as one thing. AI is already affecting the innovation of

wider experience and expertise in intellectual property. The

technology, but will have a much wider impact, including

solution was to build my career not by choosing better jobs,

on IP services. There have already been structural changes

but by seeking out and working for the best IP leaders. Their

in providing IP services driven by the economy of scale and

knowledge and skill, and the challenges they brought, gave

disruptive business models, and the addition of AI-based IP

me the opportunity to grow and extend my own skills. With

services to the mix will add new layers of opportunity and

broadened abilities and clarified vision, next came persuading

complexity; will you have your patent drafted by an AI system or

others to follow my approach, using what I had learned about

a human patent attorney, or will it be a bit of both? These new

individual and team dynamics. The key skill here is listening

challenges will shape tomorrow’s leaders.

AI brings interesting times, particularly as it will come in many

to others and understanding what they are looking for, and

when I was a member of the leadership team of the European

How have work practices been affected
by changes in 2020, including the covid19 pandemic?

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) Special IP

Sudden-impact events tend to accelerate underlying structural

Rights Committee in 1994. We were trying to bridge the gap

change, releasing pent-up energy. In intellectual property this

between opposing groups that had been in conflict for almost

has meant a more rapid move towards networked, virtual IP

five years over a new patent policy for ETSI. The solution was

services. Also, the fragmentation of larger, more traditional IP

unexpected. Rather than trying to build consensus around a

providers is beginning to accelerate, with individuals spinning

proposal from the chair, the successful approach was to give all

off into clusters of expertise or interests without the binding ties

the participants space to speak their mind, be heard and build

of more traditional business structures.

then showing them how they can get what they want with
the path you are offering. A major application of this was

their own consensus.

You have won acclaim as an expert witness on
FRAND licensing issues. How do you convey
complex technical concepts and arguments in a
way that is clear to juries?

In what ways do you expect IP governance,
strategy and management to change over the
next five years – and what can companies do
to prepare?
Successful companies will be alert and agile. Some business

It is that old favourite: keep it simple. Reduce everything to

strategies will need to adapt rapidly, while others will need

straightforward, commonly understood concepts, and then

patience and stability. Preparedness for change will be key, with

keep it that way. People generally have an idea, a notion,

the ability to shift energy and effort from efficiency to agility and

of what it is to invent, create and develop something, while

back again as needed. This means building latent capabilities

concepts like ‘fair’ and ‘reasonable’ are widely understood.

into all elements of IP GSM: have agile teams of professionals

Indeed, the reason these concepts were originally chosen was

skilled in ways of working flexibly; experiment now and develop

because of their commonality and generality. Lawyers and

new IP management structures using disruptive developments

even the judiciary can tie themselves in knots trying to convert

like AI, which can be applied at scale when needed; and for IP

these notions into tractable terms within an established legal

strategy, always a business follower, time scales will shrink while

framework, while juries can get the underlying idea more easily.

challenges shift and change, so build flexibility and alacrity into IP

Just keep it simple.

strategies now, working ever closer with your C-suite colleagues.

“The fragmentation of larger, more
traditional IP providers is beginning
to accelerate”
IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021
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What is the biggest career challenge that you
have faced and what can others learn from how
you overcame it?

bundles of all available rights will still be used, but the emphasis

The biggest challenge I had to face was when I took charge of

that I had a team that could make it happen and I trusted that

You are a past president of the Mexican Institute
of Chemical Engineers (Mexico City Chapter),
as well as international vice president of the
Licensing Executives Society International
(LESI) and a past president of LES Mexico. What
value do such organisations bring to the wider
IP ecosystem?

we all had the expertise and qualities necessary to succeed.

Industry and professional organisations give cohesion to all

the patents practice at Becerril Coca & Becerril, SC. Overseeing
an operation responsible for prosecuting 2,000 patents per year
plus all the accompanying opinion and technology transfer
work was very intimidating. The way to overcome such a
challenge is, in a word, teamwork. I accepted it because I knew

on a certain kind of right remains unclear.

ecosystems as platforms for developing meaningful relationships,

How have client demands changed over the
past five years and how have you adapted to
meet these needs?

trust and knowledge. In the case of an organisation specialising in

Over the past five years we have seen a trend towards budgetary

to a community that uses and generates knowledge constantly. In

restrictions and hesitation regarding the management of patent

the case of LES Mexico and LESI, the quality of the professionals

portfolios between centralised and distributed models – that is,

involved and the knowledge base that these organisations

a model where a central provider manages all filings worldwide

represent mean that people who are new to intellectual property

and uses computing tools to move towards a distributed model

can learn from the best and most experienced professionals,

with internal management. We have adapted to both of these

while those that have been around for a while can be assured of a

by providing efficient and competitive cost schemes with

certain level of trust, ethics and knowledge from every member.

chemical engineering, the participation of IP professionals helps
to spread knowledge as to the importance of intellectual property

different levels of service depending on the needs of the client
and by aligning our efforts in a hub for Latin America, taking
advantage of the common language, to provide high-quality
services at a competitive price.

What legislative changes would you like to
see made to improve licensing in Mexico and
further afield?
The Federal Law for the Protection of Industrial Property, which

What do you expect to be the next big tech
sectors to take off – and how can rights holders
and IP practitioners capitalise on these?

entered into force on 5 November 2020, is a good baseline for

The trends that are currently pushing development in all

commercialisation and the rules for use in cases of co-ownership,

industries are well known: the Internet of Things, Big Data

licensing from universities and R&D centres, government-funded

and AI comprise what I call the ‘IT continuum’. The worldwide

inventions and the like. All these rules (eg, what activities can

regulation of these technologies is also moving protection

be performed by each co-owner, such as the grant of exclusive

strategies from trade secrets to patents or perhaps towards sui

licences) are left to general civil law, which is not well suited

generis protection. The ability of practitioners and legislation to

for the management of intangible assets. At this point good

clarify the patent eligibility of inventions related to these trends

contractual provisions are crucial to ensure the smooth running

in every jurisdiction should make it clearer to rights holders

of licensing transactions, as omissions cannot be easily settled

how they can shape their strategies, which are currently blurred

by referring to either statutory provisions or court decisions,

between trade secrets, copyrights and patents. Of course, IP

since these are extremely scarce for licensing contracts.

bringing certainty to IP protection, which is fundamental for
licensing. However, the situation remains opaque regarding

“Industry and professional organisations give
cohesion to all ecosystems as platforms for
developing meaningful relationships, trust
and knowledge”
IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021
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You have won particular acclaim for your work
in dispute resolution. What skills do you need to
excel in this area?

What part should IP valuation play in a broader
IP strategy?

Acting in a number of senior business roles in both the corporate

a strategic standpoint, at least in companies that I have not

and consulting worlds has defined my career and helped me

worked for. Why spend money on intellectual property or any

to understand a broad range of perspectives, as well as giving

asset that, on a risk-weighted basis, is not valued far more

me significant technical, legal and economic understanding. I

highly than the cost and effort required to generate value from

believe that my corporate experience in cutting-edge technical

it? How can you develop or execute a strategically focused,

areas, where I had business management and broad transaction

value-extracting business plan without understanding asset

responsibility, has differentiated me with regard to other experts

value and the relevant pathway to success? Whether licensing,

in the industry. I look at my work in a transactional way with an

internally leveraging or even selling IP assets, understanding

ability to leverage my corporate decision-making background.

both the value and the path to generating value are inextricably

Valuation or understanding value is often overlooked from

linked. Understanding how and what to protect, which assets

What has been the highlight of your
professional career so far and why?

are more valuable, how to get value from them and the relevant
risk parameters are all linked to IP valuation.

Being named a Global Leader, realising that I have the respect of

that I have made a successful career in the IP world as a non-lawyer.

What changes would you like to see to the US
licensing landscape – and how likely are they
to happen?

There was no real career path when I started in the business. I

The licensing landscape has been tough: holdout became

think some of us were trailblazers and I am proud of that. For

the order of the day, often under the false guise of holdup;

executives in, say, Japan to consider me a friend and colleague and

politics and lobbying rushed into an unprepared IP world;

to be respected there as an outsider is one of the highlights of my

often unsophisticated money flowed into the industry; and

professional life. I love the intensity of a trial as well as being part of

the resulting crash happened. Assets needed to be repriced

the strategic team. I also get a lot of satisfaction that transactions

but the fickle underpinnings of politics have created risk and

I was involved in executing years ago are still relevant to litigation

uncertainty. The pendulum swung broadly against patents in

cases now – that companies and technologies I helped to create

particular, with the courts and politicians competing to see

are relevant in today’s technical and business world.

who could damage the industry more deeply. Legal certainty

my peers, the fact that I have been in the business for almost 40
years and still find the work interesting, exciting and fulfilling, and

made the US patent system the envy of the world and that

How do you keep clients on board – especially
when the stakes are so high?

has, to some extent, collapsed. From my perspective, it comes

My job is to solve problems and my team is excellent. We have

valuation. We need greater legal certainty and clarity on what

been together for a long time and they still tolerate me – they

are legally protectable IP assets. We need to reduce hostility

are my advantage. We manage and exceed expectations. Most

in the licensing transaction world. Will a new administration

of my client relationships are long term and almost all my work

and Congress swing the pendulum back to the centre or will

comes from referrals. It is my job to ensure that my side of the

lobbying and political winds keep risk and uncertainty high?

case is not something that clients need to worry about. That

I am hopeful that the pendulum will swing slowly back – I am

frees up resources for the legal team. We are incredibly client

already seeing it in the courts. I think patent holders need to

and results focused. Plus, we are fun to work with – in intense

rethink their assets, and that holdout and holdup may cancel

matters, that can be a real game changer.

each other out.

back to value. Understanding risk is the biggest factor in

“Understanding risk is the biggest
factor in valuation”

IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021
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What led you to establish Vectis, and more
recently Aliante, and what advice would you
offer to anyone considering setting up their
own firm?

and monetary reward on innovation while ensuring that the
subscription fee is as competitive as commercially possible.

Vectis and Aliante are the results of my drive to develop and

What is your perspective on the future
of licensing?

offer creative licensing solutions for the IP community. On this

Licensing as we know it, and as we have known it for the past

journey, I have been privileged to work alongside a group of

few decades, is changing. The reason for this resides in the shift

like-minded professionals with whom I share a vision on how

in value from hardware to services, which has cut across many

to address the ever-changing demands of the market and

industries over the past 20 years.

leverage the lessons learnt from operating at the intersection of
business, intellectual property and innovation for over 25 years.
When it comes to entrepreneurship, the key is passion and

Licensing 2.0 is about building effective and cost-effective
platforms with an ecosystem approach and moving away from
expensive and abrasive bilateral dealmaking. I believe that in

vision – you need to love what you are doing while knowing

this new environment, the platforms that incentivise multi-

where you are heading and why. Some of the most valuable

sided adoption, increase value to all participants by attracting

lessons that I have learnt are to never forget that starting any

new participants and are scalable with a focus on longevity will

new business requires great people and to make it a priority

be the biggest winners in this new dawn of IP licensing. Aliante

from the get-go to build a diverse team with interdisciplinary

is poised to lead this transition to Licensing 2.0 in the IT space.

skill sets to benefit from different perspectives.

Vectis has been operating since 2015 in patent
licensing, tech transfer and IP consulting, and
is well-known by players in the industry, while
Aliante is a new initiative. Could you tell us
more about Aliante?

You are also busy commercialising more
nascent disruptive technologies with roots in
university-based R&D. Tell us a little about Code
On Technologies.
Code On Technologies was a great opportunity to get involved
at a much earlier point in the technology lifecycle and drive

Aliante was founded to provide a solution for financial institutions

adoption of a very disruptive forward error correction (FEC)

to mitigate IP risks connected to the technological escalation

coding technology called Random Linear Network Coding

that they are experiencing, while offering traditional technology

(RLNC). Instead of using networks from point to point, RLNC

companies a sustainable way to see their innovation rewarded.

– with some very clever mathematics – makes it possible to

In short, Aliante is an IP platform that has opened a new

store and transport data more efficiently, faster and with lower

frontier of how intellectual property can be managed, mitigated

latency by coding packets of data together throughout the

and rewarded.

entire network, not just at the source and destination. RLNC

From a philosophical perspective, we have leveraged the

optimises a variety of applications, for example, in satellites and

successful business concepts and models from the sharing

space communications, gaming and video delivery, enterprise

economy and built new collaborative norms to overcome

SD-WAN, security and crypto and 5G, among many others.

the challenges presented by the growth of digitalisation and
technology convergence in the finance industry.
Moreover, Aliante is a voluntary and value-based solution

The technology was invented across several top universities
in the United States and Europe and continues to be developed
across these and other research institutes. We first met the

for efficient IP clearance, and represents a compatible and

inventors when we were asked to help structure a complex

frictionless licensing opportunity for rights holders.

aggregation of the underlying intellectual property into Code
On – a US-based university spin-out. After recognising the wide

How would a financial institution benefit
from Aliante?

array of market applications and improvements, it became the

In exchange for a subscription fee, financial institutions can

real-world deployments.

start of an interesting journey to bring the technology into more

access the entire patent portfolios of all platform contributors
for use in their internal IT hardware and software systems,
excluding SEPs and cellular technologies.
This is a great way to acquire rights under large sets of

There has been an ecosystem element to the
Code On story as well, has there not? Could you
expand on this side of the venture?

patents and to proactively mitigate risk from patent assertion

The collaborative theme continues here, the focus being to

entities since each financial institution remains protected even if

aggregate technology and intellectual property from multiple

a platform contributor sells or transfers patents to a third party.

leading universities (more than 10), develop an ecosystem of

One of the great advantages of this platform is that it strikes a
balance between comprehensive access to intellectual property

IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021
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company leader in FEC codes, based in Denmark and founded

passion and vision is driving you across all
these ventures?

by the same leading inventors of the underlying technology.

In this technology-driven world evolving around us, a key thread

With their extensive knowledge of FEC codes, Steinwurf has

connecting my involvement has been the curiosity to learn

been the pioneer in making highly developed and easy-to-use

about new ideas and the irresistible attraction to exploring

software libraries that allow anyone to integrate RLNC in their

innovative solutions. Taking stock of my role in shepherding the

products and services via a simple software licence. At the same

collaboration between the inventors of great technologies that

time, other ecosystem companies have then used the software

have entered my horizon and all the companies that can benefit

created at Steinwurf to jump-start the technology integration in

from access to these technologies, things have never been more

their own specific verticals.

interesting. Seeing what sometimes represents years of hard

At the heart of this ecosystem is Steinwurf – a software

work behind the scenes come together to bridge the nexus of

You said that you need to always have passion
and vision when starting something. What

business, intellectual property and innovation to serve an entire
ecosystem of industry is deeply rewarding.

“Licensing 2.0 is about building effective and
cost-effective platforms with an ecosystem
approach and moving away from expensive
and abrasive bilateral dealmaking”
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What led you to establish your own firm
and what advice do you have for somebody
considering doing the same?

examiners are big picture thinkers who are more interested in

Getting access to the best associates, agents and paralegals is

decide cases on issues that some perceive to be procedural

always a challenge at a big firm. They are in high demand, so

technicalities or subtle technical distinctions.

fairness and equities than in procedural issues or fine technical
distinctions. Others demonstrate a strong propensity to

for many projects you need to make do with other staff. Starting
your own firm enables you to hand-pick your team and provides
complete access to these individuals. Conflicts are always a
headache at a big firm and that was definitely a motivating
factor for me. To someone considering launching a new firm,
my advice would be to treat your team like family.

Conversely, you have also won acclaim for
challenging various Medtronic patents in
nine post-grant proceedings. What are the
crucial differences between defending and
challenging patents?
When challenging a patent, it is usually the advocate’s job to

You have worked with companies of all size
– from start-ups to Fortune 500 names. How
do you adapt the way that you work between
entities with such different needs?

simplify the technology and provide a short and straightforward

In a way, the ultimate need is the same – finding the most

overlooks the important technical issues and challenges. For

effective and efficient solution to a legal problem or issue. One

both advocates, having a deep and thorough understanding of

of the biggest differences is the amount of explanation that is

the technology is vital. This enables the challenger to identify

required for the client to fully understand the situation, options

simple themes that avoid demonstrable technical complexities.

and rationale underlying your advice. In-house IP lawyers

Conversely, the patent owner’s counsel can thereby

usually need little explanation, whereas start-ups might require

demonstrate technical difficulties that undercut the simplified

a somewhat lengthy run-through of the relevant fundamentals

assumptions on which the challenge is usually based.

explanation of why the supposed technological improvement
is obvious. When defending a patent, the advocate’s job is
typically to explain all the ways in which the simplified story

of IP law and strategy. For both types of client, it is essential that
they fully appreciate the benefits and risks of each option.

You successfully defended the famous TiVo DVR
patent, which went on to earn over $1 billion
in licensing revenue . What are your top tips for
crafting a winning defence strategy?

What do you expect to be the next big tech
sectors to take off – and how can companies
and investors capitalise from these?
Biotech and AI appear to be on a steep trajectory. Their growth has
been exponential and is largely driven by a common factor – the
ubiquity of cloud computing power. Computer modelling is now

A deep understanding of the technology is key to presenting

the source of many therapeutic innovations and the enormity and

a successful defence. Many, perhaps most, technologies are

availability of computing resources is making AI feasible in a wider

substantially more complicated and nuanced than they appear

array of applications. The convergence of biotech and computing

at first blush. Appreciating these subtleties can be critical to

should present interesting and unique opportunities over the next

identifying meritorious arguments. Another useful strategy is

decade. There may be increased demand for services or solutions

to understand your judge’s or examiner’s predilections and

that provide pharma and biotech companies with the computing

tendencies by reading their prior decisions. Some judges or

solutions needed to drive the next generation of therapies.

“The convergence of biotech and
computing should present interesting
and unique opportunities over the
next decade”
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As founding partner of Neo IP and co-founder
of Magic Number Inc, can you tell us what
prompted you to start your own firms – and do
you have any advice for anyone considering
doing the same?

You have been entrusted by a spread of
companies, start-ups and government
organisations. What are the key skills for a toplevel IP professional to hone?

I founded my first law firm in the late 1990s after having worked

education and experience – are that everyone is smart, curious,

in new product development and R&D in a corporate industrial

creative, proactive and a team player. We train every employee

and manufacturing environment and as a US patent examiner.

on our unique approach to strategic advising and development

I had also worked with a litigation team on a matter that went

of patent portfolios, so that everyone is an expert in Magic

through trial – from preparation to Markman and through to a

Number Patent Forecast creation and use.

The top factors for our team members – in addition to

full trial. That was when I decided that I wanted to help create
while staying out of court, if possible. By bringing data-driven

What, in your opinion, makes for a world-class
patent strategy?

decision-making and engineering processes to the practice of

Data has to be at the core of any patent strategy. Data provides

law at Neo IP, we have oriented our firm to be results-focused

context that relates to quality, opportunity, threats, strengths,

on making a commercial impact and strategic asset value

weaknesses and, ultimately, valuation. You can only invent from

creation. To find the best data to inform our work at Neo IP,

what you know; the more you see through the data lens, the

we had to generate it at my new firm, Magic Number Inc, as

more you know and can envision the dynamic boundaries of IP

this offers the only machine-learning/AI software that provides

rights development, positioning and competitive advantage.

weekly updates in technology sectors, with visualisation from

Magic Number software has brought us closer to predictive

a high level down to detailed claims for every patent in each

analytics informing strategy than ever before. Interaction with

sector. There has never been a better time to launch something

our clients, combined with Magic Number’s Patent Forecast

on your own if you are innovating in an exceptional way that

data and our team’s experience, informs strategy. From there,

solves problems and creates value for clients.

we can execute a plan. Moving fast can be the difference

assets and position clients to make a commercial impact

between winning and losing. There is no real second place

What is the biggest career challenge that you
have faced and what can others learn from how
you overcame it?

in patents.

directly out of law school over 21 years ago. Everyone told me

Can you tell us about some of the nonconventional and creative approaches that
Magic Number has developed?

not to do it, but rather to work with a large firm for two years

Magic Number has integrated patent data with market data in

first to gain experience. But I had experience in intellectual

patented and patent-pending software. Our Patent Forecast

property from working in a company and at the USPTO, as well

software provides dynamic visualisation that is updated weekly

as a law firm perspective, and was already a licensed patent

so that it is easy for anyone to explore without having to figure

agent. Looking back, following my own path was the right

out what to search. We have moved beyond searches into

choice for me. Nothing is without risk, but I would never do

exploring patent data so that more executives and non-patent

it differently.

practitioners can leverage patent data to make a business

My biggest career challenge was launching my first law firm

impact. For example, venture capital, private equity and other

How do you manage expectations and maintain
close working relationships with clients when
the stakes are so high?

investors use our data to identify M&A targets and to evaluate

Client relationships are everything. We bring every reasonable
resource, the best data and a commitment to service to each

How are you able to use the resulting data at
Neo IP as it relates to patent strategy?

client. Everyone on the team offers a consistent approach

We use Magic Number data to serve clients in every area of

that emphasises communication first and foremost. We have

IP legal practice. Perhaps most importantly, patent strategy

a diverse team in every aspect – technical backgrounds,

requires analysed data to inform opportunity – from patent

experience and mix of personal strengths. Data always informs

portfolio development and competitive positioning to M&A and

our decision making and actions. It is a winning combination.

licensing targets and valuation. Data drives nearly everything

IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021
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that we do to meet client objectives and create a patent

dynamic. Machine learning and AI will be invaluable going

strategy for each business case.

forward. Meaningful integration of market data with patent data
will also be key. We have tried to address these factors with

What do you expect to be the next big tech
sectors to take off – and how can companies
and investors capitalise on these?

Magic Number’s Patent Forecast and employed a software-

Everything AI, especially medical, data and analytics.

Making data and analysis easy to explore is critical.

as-a-service model in the technology sector so that there is
no commitment and no one has to figure out what to search.

Cybersecurity is indispensable. Wireless communication

cities. Electric power grid infrastructure and microgrids will

You founded the Eclipse IP Futures Conference.
What value do such events bring to the wider IP
ecosystem?

likewise be essential to energy stability. And if you are not into

I founded the Eclipse IP Futures Conference to bring together

cryptocurrency yet, you are too late.

serial entrepreneurs, business executives, investors and patent

among myriad Internet of Things devices and secure data
access and analysis will be the backbone of truly smart

attorneys to discuss patent portfolio development strategy,

How do you expect patent analytics tools to
change the ways of working for rights holders
and investors, particularly in the valuation space?

valuation, monetisation and trends in specific industry areas.

The more accessible analysed patent data is, the more useful

among the stakeholder participants. It is invitation only to

it is to executives and investors. Patent landscapes used

ensure an intimate conference setting without anyone pitching

to be cutting-edge, but the data changes are more like the

anything. If it were not for covid-19 restrictions, we would have

weather – so we believe that patent analytics tools must offer

had our eighth conference this October. Next year’s 2021 Eclipse

automated updates to accommodate the real view, which is

is already in the works – stay tuned.

The conferences have run for seven consecutive years and every
one has generated business transactions and new relationships

“Wireless communication among
myriad Internet of Things devices and
secure data access and analysis will be
the backbone of truly smart cities”
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As well as your work in patent licensing, you are
also renowned as an educator - can you share
some of the insights that you have learned from
teaching in this field?

What impact do you expect the Internet of
Things (IoT) to have on the licensing landscape?

What I have learned from teaching in the field of IP rights in

car manufacturers) but also vertically (eg, between telecoms

general and patents, as well as their licensing, in particular, is

companies and car companies). Newcomers in sectors such

that, surprisingly, it is easier to make technically trained people

as driverless cars might well feel the need to come to licensing

such as scientists and engineers familiar with the role that

and other cooperation agreements with ICT companies, and

patents play in the promotion of innovation-creation, both

vice versa. So far, this particular role is being played by the

for encouraging investments in R&D leading to patentable

increasing standardisation in nearly all IoT-related fields.

In the age of the IoT, much more cooperation through crosslicensing will take place, not only horizontally (eg, between

technologies and with regard to sharing such information with

the patent system and find it harder to grasp and apply

How do you expect the UK Supreme Court’s
decision in Unwired Planet to affect SEP FRAND
case law around the world?

such principles.

My personal view is that courts in countries other than the

interested third parties, such as licensees. Law students often
have more difficulty understanding the concepts underlying

United Kingdom will carefully check to what extent they

How have client demands changed over the
past five years and how have you adapted to
meet these needs?

allow the enforcement of extra-territorial decisions, such as

There have been practically no changes, as far as I can see,

FRAND conditions in the various countries involved.

Unwired Planet. However, they might also take a second look
at considering locally adapted royalty rates that would meet

in technical fields where, at least in principle, individual

licensing in areas dominated by portfolio deals, such as

What three big technological changes do you
see coming down the pipeline - and how should
rights holders prepare for them?

telecommunications and the semi-conductor industry. In

First, I believe that in the automotive industry electricity will

order to create the necessary number of high-quality patent

take over - but this will not necessarily involve batteries being

applications - first by drafting and later on by prosecuting - it

used to store electrical energy, rather hydrogen cells might

is necessary to have many more highly skilled engineers and

supersede them. Second, I believe that surface-bound taxis will

scientists with an additional background in patent law. The

more or less disappear and be replaced by passenger- carrying

result is that in many IP firms, including our own, the number

drones. Third, I consider that there will be even closer

of double-qualified patent experts (ie, those with full technical

cooperation between ICT companies and hardware-related

background as well as the appropriate legal background) has

manufacturers, leading to integrated-technology vehicles and

been increasing drastically and is still growing.

other devices.

innovations are still protected by individual patents. However,
more and more patents have become a currency for cross-

“More and more patents have become a
currency for crosslicensing in areas dominated
by portfolio deals, such as telecommunications
and the semi-conductor industry”
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Can you tell us about some of the biggest
obstacles you have faced in your professional
life – and how you have overcome them?

are expected to be implemented in 2021 and 2022. Specific
areas of development include:
•

deep learning for training of radio frequency (RF) signals –

The biggest challenge has always been to stay relevant and

machine learning can significantly improve RF parameters,

offer state-of-the-art services at reasonable costs. Being

as data analysis using machine/deep learning can train radio

relevant means achieving the gold standard with your clients

signal types to perform signal detection and classification,

when they reach out to you for any internal IP or research need.
Only then can you commend yourself on being a true partner.

thus significantly reducing power consumption;
•

residential healthcare using passive WiFi wireless systems –

We have achieved this with many of our big corporate clients by

passive WiFi sensing systems, based on activity recognition

investing in technology upskilling, retaining our champions and

and through-wall respiration sensing, are accurate,

hiring the right talent. This has also been the biggest reason for

contactless and less invasive;

our organic growth and has helped us to cement our place as

•

light fidelity (LiFi) – LiFi is a wireless optical networking

one of the most promising IP and technology service providers

technology that uses LEDs for data transmission, which

in India.

offers various advantages, such as working in areas
susceptible to electromagnetic interference and providing

What are your top three tips for ensuring longlasting relationships with international clients?

higher transmission speeds;
•

vehicle-to-infrastructure communication (V2X) – these

Most business in our industry is driven by trust and

systems will enable the exchange of information and

relationships. To build trust, it is important to work with clients’

status data, providing a variety of services, including

genuine interests in mind. My three tips for anyone trying to

navigation support;

build a long-lasting relationship with a client are as follows:
•

use of power cables from devices such as monitors and
kitchen appliances;
•

enhanced wireless location tracking – high-precision

as much as your client does on any new vendor.

tracking can be enabled by 802.11az (eg, for applications

Understand the client’s requirements and propose the right

involving indoor robots and drones);

solution to enhance its business value.
•

long-range wireless power – this could eliminate the

industry and business, then use this knowledge to the
company’s advantage – this means that you have to invest
•

•

Do the groundwork to understand the client’s technologies,

•

Shift away from a mere transactional relationship to become
a proactive adviser.

initiatives for SEP patent and FRAND licensing for
developing countries; and

•

a government policy in favour of telecoms service providers,
particularly defining a range of average revenue per user for

You have been entrusted with patent work
by some of the biggest multinationals in the
world. What are the key skills for a top-level IP
professional to hone?

service providers.

Most of the successful IP professionals that I have known and

Finally, what do you see as the biggest challenges
facing IP practitioners in India in the next few
years, and how can companies prepare for these?

worked with are very diligent in their work. They genuinely care

The effects of covid-19 will be a big challenge for our industry.

about their clients’ success, make efforts to understand their

The tightening of IP budgets will continue for the next few years

business needs and provide sound advice. In my understanding,

as companies look for ways to keep their spending in check.

the key differentiating skill that a top-level IP professional has is

Further cost pressure is coming from the USPTO increasing its

the ability to find the right solutions for their clients’ problems.

filing fees. Thus, the challenge will be to continue providing
the same level of services and expertise with potentially

What changes would you like to see made in
the wireless and mobile communications space
– and do you expect them to happen in the
near future?

strained resources. We can prepare for this situation by

The next big things in the telecoms and wireless space pertain

drastic changes to how the IP industry has been operating and

to the evolution of 5G/6G and 802.11ba/ax/az standards, which

delivering its services.
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focusing on cashflows against profitability in the short term and
strengthening our business continuity plans. In the longer term,
we anticipate that AI-based solutions could bring about some
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What led you to a career in patent prosecution
and monetisation – and what advice would you
have for anyone considering a similar path?

patent claims as well as having prior art from litigation, inter

I am an engineer and lawyer by training but an inventor at

could even be added to the existing litigation or used in

heart. The co-mingling of law, engineering and business is what

follow-on litigation against the same accused infringers.

partes reviews or re-examinations cited and issued. Depending
on where the case is in litigation, these newly issued patents

led me to a career in patent prosecution and monetisation.

owner of several patent assertion entities (PAEs). I have always

How do you expect patent analytics tools to
change the ways of working for rights holders
and investors, particularly in the valuation space?

been curious about how things work and how things can be

Patent analytics tools play an important role. Evaluating patent

improved. After graduating with a bachelor’s degree in electrical

portfolios is a complex process and each patent and claim set

engineering and later an MBA, I worked as an engineer in the

is unique. You need to look at the issued claims for potential

semiconductor industry for more than 10 years, mostly focusing

weaknesses with respect to Alice and Sections 101 and 112. Then,

on path-finding development in non-volatile memory. It was an

you must look at the priority date and how Section 102/103

exciting time to be working with industry titans to bring a new

challenges could come into play. Finally, you should look at

memory technology to market. My efforts resulted in dozens of

damage models for potential infringers. If you have no way to

patents, including several in which I am named inventor.

sort through the chaos, it is easy to become buried in data.

I am named inventor on more than 20 issued US patents and
several pending US patent applications. In addition, I am the

This background and experience in industry combined with

There are some really great patent analytics tools out there

experience as an inventor and training as a lawyer helps me when

that use Big Data to compile and organise data into usable

working with clients in the IP space. When dealing with patent

information. These can be useful for specific requests, such

prosecution and monetisation, it is important to keep in mind

as comparing relative strengths of competitor IP portfolios or

the big picture and how these three disciplines interact. Clients

identifying trends in patents. Other tools help with prior art

appreciate the perspective and insights that I have obtained over

searches and provide key metrics about the file wrapper. We

the years. I think it helps that they see me as someone like them:

developed some in-house tools early on that help us quickly

an inventor trying to make money from their invention.

evaluate patent assets. After an asset goes through this first
screening, we then dive deeper into our due diligence.

How do you manage expectations and maintain
close working relationships with clients to
monetise their patent assets when the stakes
are so high?

That said, I am not sure whether patent analytics tools will
ever fully replace the human element. There is simply too much
information to consider and it would be impossible to program
an algorithm to consider everything. To be sure, these tools

Communication is key but process matters too. It is important

have simplified a lot of the grunt work and helped to streamline

to set expectations at the beginning of the relationship. When

the process and I only expect them to get better in the future.

dealing with patent monetisation, there are a lot of issues that

patent prosecution, such as prosecution estoppel, disclaimer,

You have been entrusted by a spread of
companies, start-ups and government
organisations. What are the key skills for a toplevel IP professional to hone?

inventorship and assignment. Thus, properly vetting patent

At bottom, you have to be good at what you do – clients demand

portfolios prior to monetisation is crucial. Ultimately, the goal

it and if you are not they will find another IP professional. So

is to uncover potential issues that may arise during litigation.

communication, managing expectations, knowledge of IP law,

During this vetting process, risks and potentials can be

being up to date on current case law and trends, good judgement

addressed and monetisation goals ascribed.

and an ability to leverage IP analytic tools are all key. More than

could arise. Examples include Section 112 written descriptions,
Section 101 patent eligibility and Section 102/103 anticipation/
obviousness. They also include potential issues related to

After vetting, a strategy is developed and shared with all

this it is being able to process all the relevant facts for a given

stakeholders. In this way, not only is everyone on the same

IP portfolio and then leverage these developed skills in order to

page with a strategy unique to a particular patent portfolio, but

create a winning strategy. This is something at which we excel:

there is also a path whereby potential unforeseen issues can

evaluating IP portfolios and creating winning strategies.

be addressed. One technique we like to use to address these is
through patent continuation practice.
Continuation practice is where one or more active pending

Our track record speaks for itself. Oso-IP members have
been involved with numerous companies whose IP assets
were monetised yielding more than $100 million in returns.

continuation applications is maintained in the same patent

Through this, patent holders have received millions of dollars in

family as the patents being litigated. These continuation

compensation in royalty share payments in connection with the

applications can be used to clarify the invention by issuing new

successful monetisation of their intellectual property.
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Can you tell us about some of the biggest
obstacles currently facing the IP industry?

overshadowed by the history of implementation of the

Without a doubt, one of the biggest obstacles currently facing

play here. First, it is notable that the original incarnation of the

the IP industry is big companies’ attack on smaller patent rights

new regime was implemented by Michelle K Lee, the former

holders. You could call it gaslighting, but it really is a false

deputy general counsel and head of patents and patent strategy

narrative being pushed by Big Tech.

for Google, one of the Big Tech plaintiffs in the current lawsuit. It

For example, in a recent antitrust-related hearing, Apple’s CEO,

American invents Act and the relevant equitable arguments at

is also notable that the ex-Googler’s original incarnation of the

Tim Cook, called for “further study and action” on the “plague

inter partes reviews regime, while incurring no complaints from

of PAEs”, saying that: “[t]these entities are hardly champions

Big Tech, cancelled some or all claims over 80% of the time for

of innovation, entrepreneurs, or start-ups”. However, from my

inter partes reviews that received a final written decision. Such

personal experience, as a manager of PAEs, I can tell you that

statistics served as the foundation for the ongoing backlash

these statements are categorically false. In terms of innovation, I

from the US inventor community and even the judicial system,

can also tell you that business-minded inventors invent with the

where lead Federal Circuit Chief Judge Randall Rader called

expectation that if society finds their invention useful and practises

the PTAB “death squads killing property rights”. In view of this

it, they will be fairly compensated. This is the fundamental societal

and the fact that nobody (even Big Tech) expected the America

contract that underlies our patent system – or any patent system

Invents Act to be so effective at reducing Big Tech’s exposure

for that matter. With this in mind, it is also important to note that

to third-party rights holders, I believe that it is very hard for

due to the cost and expertise required to use our patent system,

anybody (including Big Tech) to argue, with a straight face, that

PAEs are often the only way that a cash-strapped inventor can

adjustments should not be made in favour of patent holders.

access the patent system and be fairly compensated. To this

The current Big Tech efficient infringement utopia should not be

end, without PAEs, there is simply no key motivator for smaller

allowed to stand, in my opinion.

inventors (ie, access to a patent system that pays dividends on

dominance and cash-rich bottom line to win against a start-up

How bad is it for patent rights holders in the
current state of the relatively new inter partes
reviews regime when it comes to licensing to
Big Tech?

in the market and then to argue that because the start-up failed

By working in the patent licensing space for almost five years

in the market, it is not good policy that it should partner up with

prior to the America Invents Act as well as almost 10 years

a PAE to enforce its patents against the market incumbents. In

thereafter, I have seen first hand the devastation of the current

view of Big Tech’s market dominance, many entrepreneurs and

inter partes review-regime on smaller inventors and patent

start-ups are forced to lean on their patents to be profitable (or

holders. Make no mistake about it, after an inventor or small

at least recoup losses). Further, by the time they need to utilise

patent holder pays tens of thousands of dollars for a US patent,

their patents, such start-ups often also need access to money

pays hundreds of thousands of dollars at the PTAB defending

and expertise (of a PAE) to leverage such sole/remaining asset.

inter partes reviews to keep this patent, has significantly less

innovations), thereby making PAEs an indisputable champion of
innovation by entrepreneurs and start-ups.
It is simply unfathomable for Big Tech to use its market

than a 50-50 shot of surviving serial inter partes reviews so that

What is your take on Apple Inc v Iancu?

they can finally access a jury, and finds out that Big Tech is an

As confirmed by the US Supreme Court in Thryv, institution

expert at this legal game that is tilted in its favour – they do not

decisions by the USPTO are final and non-appealable in

repeat such an endeavour. In fact, the vast majority of inventors

connection with inter partes reviews that were created by

I have encountered over the last decade, have moved on, many

the America Invents Act 2011. Further, the USPTO recently

joining large firms where their inventions are simply assigned

used its authority (in Fintiv) to issue procedural denials of

over for a salary. To put this in economic terms, for inventors

institution of inter partes reviews more frequently. Given that

in the US patent system, the conversion rate from intellectual

the US Supreme Court has confirmed that such denials are

capital to intellectual property has been decimated.

final and non-appealable, multiple billion-dollar technology

The fact that Big Tech is resorting to a lawsuit against the

companies including Apple, Intel, Cisco, and Google lodged a

government to advocate for maintaining the former status quo

lawsuit against the USPTO in the Northern District of California

when the patent system remains in a devastated state, exposes

challenging both the substance of the foregoing procedural

the fact that it will stop at nothing until its outbound licensing

denials, as well as the process by which they have come to be.

exposure dwindles to budgetary immateriality. This is further

While Big Tech does not typically file lawsuits without

evidenced by Big Tech, to this day, invoking now-debunked

colourable arguments, I believe that the technical legal

patent-related false narratives (which got them to where they

arguments underlying its complaints are completely

are today) in this patent battle and related antitrust battles.
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Can you tell us about some of the biggest
professional challenges you have faced –
and what others can learn from how you
overcame these?

clients demand expertise that matches their global ambitions,

When I joined the profession over 10 years ago, I already

culture. This has been exacerbated by the covid-19 pandemic,

had a strong technical background and I expected the main

where many companies in the vaccine space are vying for

challenge to be learning patent law, but my years in academia

position and any delay can mean the difference between

well-equipped me for that task. In fact, my biggest challenge

success and failure.

meaning that extensive knowledge of global IP practices and
strong relationships with attorneys in other jurisdictions is
essential. Another change is the move towards an ‘always on’

was to gain a good understanding of the commercial drivers
the time to immerse myself in my clients’ businesses, to ask

What are the key characteristics of a truly
global IP strategy?

questions and understand their strategy and to consider how to

Commercial focus, forward-thinking and adaptability are

apply my professional skills, not in the abstract but as a tool to

essential characteristics of a global IP strategy. Identifying key

help them achieve their goals. This commercial focus has stood

market territories is necessary to determine where coverage

me in good stead throughout my career, as an IP attorney’s remit

is required and an understanding of the IP landscape –

grows every year, and simply providing legal advice in isolation

particularly for competitors – helps direct research and further

is not enough. Every new situation or task is an opportunity to

filings of a business and identify where contentious action

learn and to find new and creative ways to support your clients.

may be advisable to clear a path to market or to establish/

underpinning IP strategy, which required a willingness to take

strengthen a company’s unique selling point. While costs

How have work practices been affected
by changes in 2020, including the
covid- 19 pandemic?

generally mean that a streamlined approach is desirable, the

From a logistical perspective, it is imperative to be creative

differences in key territories must be taken into account at the

in how we engage with clients and patent offices around the

outset, allowing scope for flexibility and responsiveness to these

world. This includes flexible use of online communication

differences to be built into patent specifications. Regular review

platforms where possible. Where official requirements lag, there

of a company’s IP portfolio is also vital – markets and consumer

is a need to go above and beyond and find imaginative ways to

needs change, new players appear and existing competitors

meet these requirements while keeping clients and staff safe.

may fall away.

complexity of IP law means that it is often not possible to take
a single approach across all key jurisdictions. Jurisdictional

In terms of innovation, while larger companies are typically

portfolios to identify opportunities for cost saving and careful

Finally, in what ways do you expect IP
governance, strategy and management to
change over the next five years – particularly
in the life sciences space – and what can
companies do to prepare?

assessment of ongoing work to identify new prospects to

I expect the trend for the increasingly central role of intellectual

strengthen pipelines is needed. A focused commercial mindset

property in life science innovators to continue, leading to

is key.

ever-closer integration with overall business strategy and

better insulated against the shocks of the pandemic, SMEs
are often trying to balance budgetary constraints resulting
from the current economic challenges with a need to position
themselves for the future. Stringent review of current IP

embedment within organisations. Coupled with this, the

How have client demands changed during the
course of your career, and how do you expect
them to change again in future?

need for flexibility will drive a dynamic approach and these

Commercial awareness and the ability to tailor advice to the

universities, to allow companies access to cutting-edge research

specific objectives of a client’s business are vital. There is no

while managing risk. Further, it will be interesting to see if and

cookie-cutter approach – even the smallest start-ups expect

how UK IP law diverges from EU law post-Brexit and how this

bespoke advice. As markets for life sciences technology expand,

affects global IP strategies.

two drivers will need careful balancing. I also expect to see
more emphasis on collaborative projects, particularly with

“There is no cookie-cutter approach – even the
smallest start-ups expect bespoke advice”
IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021
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What led you to your current career path – and
what advice would you have for someone
considering following in your footsteps?

be seen as more valuable than tangible ones. Although the

Having a strong passion and aspiration to create new

business model of good manufacturing and tangible assets. The

businesses that change the world and to pursue “challenge

government and top management of all industries, including

and innovation” – the DNA of Mitsui & Co – made me what I

energy, services and finance, as well as manufacturing, need

am today.

to recognise that finding and maximising the value of invisible

Through my experience leading various new businesses
with partners across borders, I found that most people could

sources of profits are changing in the 21st century, most
Japanese companies have stuck to their successful 20th century

assets in Japan are critical tasks that we should be dealing
with urgently.

not recognise and accept the value of new and innovative

high probability of success. It is extremely difficult to create an

How do you keep clients on board –
especially when the stakes are high and the
landscape unfamiliar?

innovative business by anticipating the future from a unique

Without understanding where we stand today, we cannot

perspective, especially in Japanese culture, which requires

change ourselves in the future. From a macro perspective, I

consensus from all participants; however, I would advise you

often lecture on the latest world trends and Japanese history,

that it is worth trying. It brings great value to the world.

which shows that Japan currently lags behind, as it did in the

business ideas at first and would rather criticise them. However,
I strongly believe that this negative reaction could indicate a

Edo period, but also how Japanese society developed and

You have won acclaim for being an architect of
new business structures, such as the sovereign
IP fund and IP Bridge. What challenges have
you encountered working on completely new
ways of doing business and how have you
overcome them?

overtook the Western world through bold challenges and

In order to create new and innovative business structures, we

experienced or familiar with, that is why it is worth challenging

need to be able to forecast the future and change the current

and we should create the future ourselves. In the end, I

status by making a paradigm shift. The fact is that the future is

encourage top executives to change their mindset and support

not an extension of the past or the present. We should let go of

decision making in the right direction.

innovation after the Samurai era. Based on this recognition, I
will emphasise three points: first, the future does not belong to
the past, it belongs to those who dare to seize it. Second, the
size of the current risk is proportional to the level of success
in the future. Finally, new business is a field that no one is

our past successes and current fixed mindset. However, most

I have faced solitary fights. To overcome them, I believe that no

You have built a name for yourself in
analysing future trends. What three big tech
developments should companies be looking out
for and how can they best prepare themselves?

matter how many people are against an idea or refuse to show a

When we consider the world and our lifestyles after covid-19,

positive reaction, we need to have a strong passion for changing

I would suggest keeping an eye on three areas: blockchain,

the world and an iron will to never give up. Of course, a few

which should be considered in various industries; medical

strong supporters are essential as well.

healthcare, including mental health; and agri-tech to deal

people cannot escape from those.
I believe that the secret of a successful innovative business
is being “70% against and 30% in favour”. Amid such challenges,

with increasing populations in developing countries. More

If you could change one thing about the
commericalisation landscape in Japan, what
would it be and why?

specifically, blockchain for the economy of new communities

Reforming the mindset of top management and the

and agri-tech in regard to robotics, gene development and

government would be indispensable. Intangible assets should

alternative proteins.

and its securities; augmented human technology to extend
the functions of the human body, including sense and mind;

“Intangible assets should be seen as
more valuable than tangible ones”
IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021
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You are particularly known for your successes in
EPO oppositions and appeals. What makes for a
winning case before the EPO?

challenges against leading healthcare providers engaging top-

The EPO opposition process is skewed towards a paper-based

industry of diabetes care has witnessed a shift away from

procedure but culminates with an oral hearing attended by

inconvenient and painful finger-prick tests for determining

all parties. Although the language of the procedure is that of

blood sugar levels to implanted electrochemical sensors

the patent under challenge, submissions may be made in any

capable of continuously monitoring the amount of glucose in

EPO language and we frequently see multiple opponents. The

a person’s blood. The technology has been a game changer

constraints imposed at various parts of the process by the

for diabetes care, allowing for more effective and convenient

substantive law and the increasingly strict EPO procedures can

management of the disease. These important innovations,

materially affect outcomes. Oppositions and appeals therefore

including smartphone integrations, have enabled doctors

require a range of skills, including meticulous case analysis,

to spot physiological trends earlier and alerts to be sent to

strategy, drafting (of submissions and amendments) and oral

patients and carers. You have the power to know your glucose

advocacy. However, the key is to work out the story that will

number and where it is heading – with no painful calibrations

underpin a winning case. This must be framed sensitively

required. Working closely with in-house counsel, we have

during the written procedure, using the best technical evidence

developed a deep commercial and technical knowledge of the

available. Only this will ensure that it is compelling when

entire product landscape, enabling us to deliver against our

told at the oral proceedings. It is better, where circumstances

clients’ critical commercial objectives.

tier European patent firms.
Thanks to our clients’ technology, the multi-billion-dollar

permit, to have one compelling story and stick to it than to

the story, ensuring that it follows all key signposts along the

How do you manage expectations and maintain
close working relationships with clients when
the stakes are so high?

way. The strategy must establish the true state of the art and

The answer is close collaboration and a focus on good

convincingly communicate the contribution that the technology

communication. When stakes are high we must explain

makes to the field (or, if you are challenging the patent, why no

our strategy clearly and are relied upon to deliver robust

contribution has been made). The EPO is like any other forum; if

assessments of prospects as early as possible. This

it hears a compelling story ending with a good invention, it will

enables the C-suite to perform impact assessments and to

need a robust reason to tear up the manuscript.

resource appropriately.

take a shotgun approach. It is pivotal to take the opposition
division (or board of appeal) with you on your journey through

We thoroughly explore underlying commercial imperatives

Which of the cases that you have been involved
with have been most memorable – and why?

and evaluate the full spectrum of technical positions

First was a two-patent case between a US data storage company

integration with clients have the dual benefit of ensuring that

and a leading Japanese conglomerate. The case was heard in

our evaluation is based on high-quality information and our

the UK courts and other international courts simultaneously.

approach and strategy are properly communicated and fully

This case was memorable for the significance of its technology

transparent. Only proximity to the business and high levels of

(RAID-based computer storage first implemented at Berkeley

alignment ensure that client expectations are met or exceeded

University in California in 1987) but equally for the numerous

with the client’s full support and confidence. This involves

visits to California and Japan in order to build our knowledge of

regular discussions and in-person communication to get a

the technical field and perfect our technical arguments. It was

detailed context and explore commercially desired outcomes.

an early case in my career and I nostalgically recall technical

and evidence available. Good communication and deep

Clients and their representatives must both understand the

meetings with R&D engineers all over Japan, as well as burning

nuances of the strategy being deployed and be invested in it

the midnight oil on expert witness statements with Randy Katz

with complete alignment. There can be no surprises – technical,

(legendary head of computer science at Berkeley University for

legal or financial. We move mountains to ensure that client

more than 20 years). In the end, we succeeded in establishing

strategies are fully transparent and that our clients are fully

non-infringement of the first patent and invalidity of the second

abreast of the twists, turns and costs that we expect on the road

patent. Whatever else has changed since that case, the one

to success.

constant seems to be that we are judged by our results.
the EPO Opposition Divisions and Boards of Appeal that we

What impact do you expect AI to have on the
wider IP ecosystem?

have been handling over recent years in the field of medical

Setting aside the inevitable impacts on searching and process

technology. The inventions are numerous and relate to

automation in the IP industry, we have projects exploring

continuous glucose monitoring. We have defended a number of

the possibilities of enhancing IP intelligence, situational

Second, I would mention a series of related cases before
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awareness and risk management. I fully expect future software

resolutions and actionable intelligence from the space sector.

to be capable of analysing and reporting on the strengths and

Innovative new space companies such as Space X, AST, Iceye

weaknesses of patent assets, portfolios and the peer group

and Spire offer a raft of highly disruptive technologies and

business as a whole with far more detail and insight than is

services that can have an impact on the competitiveness and

possible today. I am perhaps most fascinated by the impact that

strategies of terrestrial businesses and infrastructures.

AI and its more impressive sibling, quantum computing, will

in the previous era of human innovation. This fact alone

You have a reputation for building IP portfolios
of significant value. How should companies or
specific business units go about this?

means that AI outputs are bound fundamentally to drive future

When it comes to building portfolios, specifically patent

productivity and competition at business, national and regional

portfolios, invention quality and situational awareness are

levels. Access to data and the security of data will increase in

paramount. Management and stakeholders should share a

strategic importance, with new data licensing models and new

vision on what the patent portfolio is intended to achieve for the

data sharing standards. Data exclusivity or exclusive insights

business. Gaining consensus on this often requires education

derived from data, as well as the tools for achieving this

and strategy sessions with the C-suite to ensure that it

exclusive knowledge, will have an increased strategic value, as

understands the potential of patents when used as commercial

Big Data and cloud platforms have had recently. I anticipate

tools to achieve business objectives and the processes

that a balance will be struck in IP law that affords protection

and tools used to develop sector-leading programmes. All

for innovative tools and processes without necessarily allowing

stakeholders should agree on what the portfolio is intended

monopolies in the output or products of AI itself.

to deliver for the business, its partners in the value chain and,

have on innovation strategies in general. These technologies
will underpin new heights of machine innovation not possible

ultimately, customers. The specific approach and level of

You play a key role in Seraphim Space Camp – a
global accelerator for space tech businesses.
What impact do you expect this area to have on
the wider tech landscape and how can other
companies best prepare?

investment should then be set accordingly; these aspects are

In 2018 we embarked on a groundbreaking partnership with

build situational awareness and deploy robust third-party risk

Seraphim Space Camp, the United Kingdom’s first dedicated

management. Strategies delivering secure leading positions

accelerator for start-ups in the space tech industry. At the time,

in a sector take years, not months, to execute. They require an

Seraphim was the world’s only venture capital fund focused

integrated approach across all types of intellectual property.

exclusively on space technology investments. Backed by the

As the business grows, the risk exposures become higher and

likes of Dentons, Airbus, Rolls-Royce, Cyient and the UK and

the IP processes and decision-making infrastructures in place

European Space Agencies, the programme was intended to

become more business critical. A strategy like this touches

commercially accelerate the top 2% of deep tech businesses

everything from sales and R&D to the legal and contracting

in the rapidly growing $250 billion space sector. This has an

functions dealing with IP-related agreements. If the IP

impressive heritage of developing cutting-edge technologies

procurement function is performing well, every interaction that

that are deployed later in other sectors.

the business has with third parties has the potential to dilute

definable using benchmarks based on experience.
The IP strategy will need to define policies and plans for
the procurement (whether internal or external), protection and
exploitation of IP rights. It will also need to use IP intelligence to

As such, this initiative has the perfect mix of deep tech IP

or improve the IP position. Therefore, IP-related agreements

challenges and critical legal issues, as well as downstream value

and third-party contracting are vital to building opportunities

creation opportunities across a wide range of applications. We

and leveraging the value chain. The key is to use creative

have launched a tech concierge legal service in support of these

approaches to ensure that intellectual property is an enabler to

types of business. Under this offering, a business can expect

doing business.

to get a holistic IP legal strategy enabling it to lay the critical
foundations required to support long-term leadership among
its peers in the sector.
The commercialisation of space and, in particular, low Earth

What is the secret source for optimised patent
portfolio management?
Taking invention quality and decision making as a given, much

orbit is leading to a data and connectivity tsunami that is about

can be gained from coordination and efficient international

to transform our world. Non-space companies should therefore

arrangements. This starts with a suitable IP holding structure

begin engaging with the sector to assess the opportunities and

based on the commercialisation plan. In practice, the cost of

risks. Sectors including finance, agriculture, energy and natural

owning and operating large patent portfolios depends on many

resources, logistics, telecommunications, government, data and

factors, not least the number of inventions and the number of

insurance are already being materially affected by the increased

territories pursued. There are various other controllable factors
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influencing the total cost of running an international patent

I am enthusiastic about the future of portfolio management.

portfolio with, for example, monitoring and reporting measures,

For years, the cost and burden of legal analysis have prevented

software and IP intelligence, decision-making infrastructure,

patent owners and portfolio managers from achieving

process flows, choice of international filing pathways and

anything like near real-time understanding of the strengths and

instruction chains, attorney fee agreements and translation

weaknesses of their portfolios. They were forced interactions.

costs all contributing to overall portfolio costs. Businesses

Imagine a software tool than can process portfolios and

should focus on the level of individual patent families and

output key patents and portfolio strengths, weaknesses

should be aware of industry benchmarks to ensure that they are

and opportunities. Many important questions have gone

managing towards a best-of-breed approach.

unanswered because it was felt that the time or cost of a

We frequently find coordination lacking and invention

whole portfolio analysis did not justify the project. With today’s

families relatively unmanaged across international jurisdictions.

available technologies and information, we are witnessing

Many portfolios are disjointed and do not maintain proper

a leap forward in portfolio intelligence and management

engagement with the businesses that they serve. Good portfolio

capability. These new capabilities and visualisations will

management addresses all of this and leaves suitable time

deliver much higher levels of portfolio understanding, as well

for monitoring (and mitigating) the risks from competitive

as better integration with commercial teams. Such tools have

portfolios. In high-value, fast-moving sectors, the latter is

the potential to drive a step change in return on investment

business critical.

from patents.

“The commercialisation of space and,
in particular, low Earth orbit is leading
to a data and connectivity tsunami
that is about to transform our world”
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Larry Horn is president and CEO of MPEG LA, the world’s
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Since its formation almost 25 years ago MPEG
LA has transformed the licensing landscape.
What has been the secret to your success in
leading such a groundbreaking venture?

MPEG LA faced numerous obstacles to its MPEG-2 pool
start-up. First, the pool lacked some major patent holders. But
a patent pool, especially one without precedent, rarely starts
with all patent holders; it begins with an initial group and grows.

Since MPEG LA pioneered modern-day patent pools, we have

We focused on the patent holders that we had and did not raise

seen efforts to re-enact historic results without underlying

royalty rates when more were added. In some cases, we lowered

values confuse the reasons for their creation and success.

them. Virtually all known patent holders were eventually

Patent pools were designed to address the challenges of

included. Second, as a matter of fairness, it is MPEG LA’s policy

many-to-many (licensors/licensees) markets. Their purpose

that all licensors and their affiliates that sell products covered

was to provide interoperability with reasonable access to

by a pool licence are licensees and pay the same royalties as

important technology. The solution was a convenient pro-

others – and they do. Finally, the market doubted that non-

competitive alternative to bilateral licences offering freedom

licensor licensees would enter into the licence, but they did. It

to operate and predictability. While necessary for economic

also doubted that licensors would enforce their patents, but

feasibility, revenue generation was a by-product. A patent

MPEG LA proved them wrong.

pool established for the purpose of revenue generation that

marketplace. Licences including all supporting information

What impact do you expect the UK Supreme
Court’s decision in Unwired Planet and several
other recent significant decisions in SEP cases
to have on your clients’ assets and the wider
licensing market?

are available on the same terms to everyone large

Enforcement actions by MPEG LA patent holders blazed this

and small.

trail with landmark decisions from MPEG-2 to present-day

Independence, reliability and trust – MPEG LA strikes a

programmes. The referenced decisions confirm what we know

balance between licensor and licensee.

and practised – the market determines whether a licence is

Licensees and licensors as customers – although that may

FRAND. In 2019 the Dusseldorf District Court found that MPEG

not sound novel now, it was then.

LA’s AVC licence was FRAND in light of the company’s worldwide

Marketability – licences are granted on fair terms and

licensing practice with more than 2,000 licensees and that

priced for wide acceptance across a mass market, making

the defendants were not entitled to obtain a licence limited

enforcement the exception rather than the rule.

to Germany (or other sub-sets) but must take a worldwide

Defined parameters and fields of use – with the objective

licence. In prior cases, the German Supreme Court found that

of including as much intellectual property as possible

video data that is the result of a video-compression process is

to make technology widely available, consistent with

protected as a direct product of that process and extends to

competition guidelines.

every embodiment, including those resulting from duplication

does not solve a market problem will do neither. MPEG LA
introduced the following features, which have become part of
the market’s vocabulary:
•

•
•
•

•

Transparency – MPEG LA spares no effort in educating the

by mechanical moulding.

Can you tell us about some of the biggest
obstacles that you have faced in your professional
life – and how you have overcome them?
I have found that doing things I like, trusting my instincts and

What are three big technological changes that
you see coming down the pipeline – and how
should rights holders prepare to face them?

learning by doing are key to job satisfaction and success.

Three big changes would be new biopharma business

I liked fixing broken businesses, starting new ones, writing

models embracing patent pools, AI to harness the promise

and technology, and have discovered that there is a place for

of this powerful technology and determine who owns it, and

generalists and problem solvers. Things did not always work

cybersecurity because the future hinges on securing data ahead

out, but I stuck with it. Business is among the most honourable,

of those who would invade it. In addition, protecting innovation

ethical and intellectually challenging of pursuits. It does good

from the threat of efficient infringement to the incentives that

by doing well. There is no better validation of a product’s value

fuel it begs for consideration of new, dynamic methods of IP

than the fact someone is willing to pay for it.

disclosure and protection.
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You have provided crucial support to several
Silicon Valley start-ups. What would you say
are the key skills needed to be a leading IP
consultant in this field?

which are constantly evolving. Over the past five years we

While my work as an IP valuation and strategy expert is not

defined objectives. At the same time, as IP activity is growing

specifically focused on start-ups, Foresight’s location in Silicon

in global markets outside the United States, over 50% of our

Valley has led to a high concentration of start-up clients looking

work currently comes from international clients. Finally, given

for help with their funding strategy, as well as business and

some of the existing pressures on US patents, we are seeing a

IP valuation. We have developed a specialty in valuing IP

shift in clients focusing less on patent enforcement and more on

portfolios for funding, which requires a unique combination

technology licensing and other types of monetisation.

have seen some budgetary constraints that have affected IP
valuation engagements, which have generally become shorter
in duration and more focused on specific transactions with

of understanding the start-up business model and funding

engagements included a start-up in the cleantech space that

What key takeaways have you learned about
effective management in your role as president
of Foresight?

managed to raise $25 million in Series A funding, based on our

Managing an IP valuation firm such as Foresight is different from

valuation of its patent portfolio.

managing a regular business valuation firm. Since IP valuation

ecosystem, as well as understanding how IP assets contribute
to overall corporate value. One of our most successful

work requires a combination of legal, technical and business

What has been your career highlight to date
and why?

analyses, it is crucial to build a diversified team that has these

Throughout my 25-year career, I have had several highlights

role of client communications to manage expectations and

relating to the three pillars of my professional work: consulting,

create a collaborative environment. IP assets are often valued

education and community service. My consulting highlight

for the very first time when they get to us, and clients may not

was starting Foresight Valuation Group about 10 years ago,

understand our process or may have unrealistic expectations

building the team and the brand, and growing the company

about the results. We are fully transparent when working

into a leading provider of IP valuation services. My educational

with clients, which helps to get them involved and keep them

highlight was being appointed as a lecturer at the Stanford

engaged throughout the process.

core competencies. Another important takeaway is the key

Graduate School of Business and developing a brand-new IP

IP classes to be offered by a top-tier US business school.

What changes would you like to see made to the
US IP commercialisation landscape – and do
you expect them to happen in the near future?

Finally, I am very active with the Licensing Executives Society

The US patent market has seen some turmoil over the past

(United States and Canada), and my community service

decade, as the aftermath of the America Invents Act and a slew

highlight relates to being elected chair of the high-tech sector.

of Supreme Court patent decisions have created a validity crisis

This role allowed me to contribute to the IP community

for patents in certain sectors (particularly in software-related

through programmes dedicated to professional knowledge

industries). This crisis put a dent in patent enforcement, which

and networking.

until then had been the leading patent monetisation model.

management and valuation class, which I have been teaching
annually since 2011. To this day, my class is one of the only

Until the patent pendulum swings back, I would like to see

How have client demands changed over the
past five years and what impact has this had on
your practice?

US IP commercialisation activities diversify away from patent

Working with clients in the IP field requires us to be extremely

assets (eg, data and tokens). Working as an IP valuation expert, I

agile with our consulting business model in order to best

have already seen these types of deals in the pipeline, so I think

align our services with our clients’ budgets, the circumstances

that these changes are imminent and will take place throughout

of the IP marketplace and the technology landscape, all of

the next decade.

licensing into other types of transactions, including technology
licensing, start-up spin-offs and transactions involving digital

“We are seeing a shift in clients
focusing less on patent enforcement
and more on technology licensing”
IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021
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What has been the key to your success as a
patent litigator?

•

strong delivery skills in court; and

•

effective and productive communication with the client.

The key to my success has been in managing the firm’s

case and explain them in a way that can be easily understood.

How have client demands changed over the
past five years and what impact has this had on
your practice?

More specifically, when putting together a team for a patent

While patent suits have made more of a local impact in the

litigation case, I carefully choose attorneys with the relevant

past, there has been an increase in the number of patent

engineering or science backgrounds and those who have served

litigations taking place globally across multiple jurisdictions.

as former judges. In this way, technical issues are accurately

This has created the need for legal issues to be dealt with in

discerned and analysed while arguments are prepared taking

a more consistent manner across different countries. Clients

into consideration the perspective of a judge. As such, my team

have also become more fee-sensitive, which has prompted us

can put together an effective argument and well-prepared

to deliver top-quality work according to global standards, with

presentation, which break down the key issues in a way that can

which our clients are highly satisfied. We continue to fine-tune

be easily understood by the court.

our work based on a meticulous understanding of the relevant

professionals so that they collaborate as one body and are able
to clearly grasp the legal and technical issues of a particular

technology, comprehensive knowledge of patent jurisprudence

What has been the highlight of your
professional career so far and why?

and smooth and effective communication skills with our
international clients.

The highlights of my career have been to serve as head of the

of landmark patent litigation cases in South Korea and have

Finally, what do you see as the biggest
challenges facing IP practitioners in South
Korea in the next few years, and how can
companies prepare for these?

won many leading cases, including the country’s first DNA re-

Five to 10 years ago, the IP litigation scene involved more IT-

combinant case (bobine growth hormone case), its first vaccine

related suits; however, recently, there has been a rise in the

patent litigation case, its first software patent case (Microsoft

number of bio/pharma lawsuits. Therefore, there is a need

Eng-Kor conversion patent case) and a diaper patent case,

to understand the industry and the technical issues involved

which involved the largest ever damages award in South Korea.

according to the nature of each case. There has also been an

Lee & Ko IP practice group, managing partner of Lee & Ko and
vice chair of the International Bar Association’s licensing and
franchising committee. I have also been involved in a number

increasing number of international patent litigation cases in

What would you say are the top three
requirements for a successful global IP strategy?

which much of a company’s fate will depend on the outcome

A successful global IP strategy requires:

in-house patent team that can analyse patent infringement and

•

comprehensive understanding of the relevant patent

invalidity in advance at the product development stage and

and technology;

when faced with the possibility of a patent dispute.

of the case. To reduce this risk, companies should establish an

“There has been an increase in
the number of patent litigations
taking place globally across
multiple jurisdictions”
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What is your approach to sourcing valuable
inventions and why is dedicated invention
harvesting in cutting-edge technologies
so challenging?

a technical problem, as engineers are educated and trained in

Most valuable inventions target a market-related need rather than

invention that may satisfy the patentability requirements of

a specific technology problem – this is the essential observation

patent offices as well.

that we have made in the course of more than 10 years of
invention-harvesting activities in various fields of technology.
A market need is most often the catalyst that initiates the

solving technical problems rather than in solving market-related
problems. Fortunately, a technical solution to a technical
problem that is associated with a market need forms a technical

Finally, the technical invention must be transformed
into an IP asset. Clearly, this cannot be achieved without an
appropriate interaction with a patent office – and, frankly,

emerging technology stage of a technology’s lifecycle. In the

they call the shots. In other words, valuable IP assets can be

emerging technology stage, there is plenty of room for valuable

generated more efficiently if a patent attorney adopts the

inventions and less IP competition, so most valuable IP assets

patent practices deployed by a particular patent office and

can be secured for a reasonable cost. Nevertheless, early

reacts adequately.

investment in emerging technologies is risky.
by early technology adopters. The number of inventions is

What are the key skills that you need to achieve
excellence for your clients in the patent sphere?

continuously increasing, while the inventions themselves

Apart from professional excellence, a patent attorney must

are becoming technology-centric and incremental, reflecting

understand the applicant’s situation and its market position on

the incremental refinement of the technology platform

the value chain. In order to support their clients with sourcing

established in the emerging technology stage. Most inventions

valuable inventions, the patent attorney should be innovative

are generated in the growth technology stage, mostly as a by-

and have an entrepreneurial spirit as well. Finally, in order to

product of the technology development.

obtain valuable IP assets at a reasonable cost in reasonable

The following growth technology stage is usually initiated

In the technology maturity stage, the number of inventions
falls, while IP costs are essentially driven by maintenance

time, a patent attorney should acknowledge that patent
prosecution at the patent offices is a people business.

and disputes. Clearly, this late stage is not the best place for

harvesting should take place in the early technology stages,

What advice do you have for an inventor
trying to prosecute patent applications costeffectively?

preferably beginning in the late emerging stage, where the

The foundations of valuable IP assets are laid with the drafting

technology foundation serving as the platform for further

of a sustainable patent application, and patent drafting is

technology development has already been provided.

a skill that takes years to master. The applicant’s emphasis

developing valuable IP assets.
In order to generate the most valuable IP assets, invention

Consequently, PATENTSHIP’s invention harvesting approach

should therefore be on drafting the best possible application

is based on identifying a market need first. However, this alone

in order to avoid costly prosecution of poorly drafted patent

neither defines a technical problem that can be solved by

applications. Last but not least, the patent application should

engineers nor forms a technical invention that is patentable.

be prosecuted in such a way that there is clarity about the

Experience tells us that patent claims (unnecessarily) claiming

outcome of the prosecution, preferably after receiving a

market-related solutions, such as business methods, tend to fail.

second reply from the examining division. This can often be

In order to source a patentable technical invention starting
from the market need, the market need must be translated into

achieved by working with, and not against, the responsible
patent examiner.

“Fortunately, a technical solution to a
technical problem that is associated
with a market need forms a technical
invention that may satisfy the patentability
requirements of patent offices as well.”
IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021
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Can you tell us about some of the biggest
obstacles you have faced in your professional
life – and how you have overcome them?

provide greater certainty to rights holders, and
how likely is that to happen?

One of the biggest obstacles I have faced is time management.

it does not have under the US Constitution to create patent law

I have been blessed with a very busy career packed with client

by constructing a test for patent eligibility that is inconsistent

needs and, along the way, raised two children and started

with US statutory law. This can only be fixed by Congress

a global non-profit organisation (Malmar Knowles Family

revising the statute or by a change in judges at the US Supreme

Foundation) to mentor talented youth in developing countries.

Court. Both avenues are difficult and political.

What a mess! The US Supreme Court has exercised jurisdiction

This has created a wonderful but challenging blend of time
commitments. Staying on top of everything takes efficiency,
speed and dedication! However, I would not change it one bit. I
am particularly honoured to play a role in our clients’ successes
and to play my part to help get life-saving drugs to patients.

Biopharma companies derive a huge amount of
value from their intellectual property. How do
you manage expectations with clients when it
comes to high-stakes litigation and key deals?
The best way to protect biopharma companies is with

You have gone from in-house counsel to one
of the biggest biopharmas in the world to
running your own specialist boutique firm.
What changes in your management style has
this necessitated?

high-quality patents that hold up in litigation. It is hard

Actually, I ‘grew up’ in law firm practice, attaining equity partner

are prepared. The patent application should be reviewed

at a global law firm where I started its pharmaceutical and

from the standpoint of the potential adversary that wants

biotech patent practice. Managing a practice at a global law

to invalidate it, so any weaknesses are identified early and

firm is a complex task because it must be blended into the

overcome. One of the challenges in life sciences is that there

goals of the firm, which includes conflicts, resources and legal

is a long timeframe between when the first application is

business model. It also involves training associates and ensuring

filed and when the drug is commercialised and then litigated.

the quality of the work. From there, I moved to GSK, where I

During this time, relevant laws might change, be reinterpreted

was chief patent counsel. In-house practice is not measured

or overruled, so IP life sciences strategists must view the

in billable hours, but instead in providing solid support to the

patent not just with a current view but a potential future view

in-house client – research and transactional teams and senior

for litigation success.

to overestimate the importance of doing a thorough job
on the front end. This includes a full understanding of the
technology and taking the time to put an IP strategy in
place at the beginning, even before patent applications

management. The patent group managed all patent litigation,

law firm to use these experiences to assist biopharmaceutical

Looking ahead, what challenges do you
see coming up and how can players in the
biopharma space best position themselves to
meet these?

companies of all sizes. This allows me to spend less time on

There is a tremendous pressure on drug pricing, which can

management and more time doing what I love – strategy.

erroneously translate to an anti-patent environment. I think

Notwithstanding the differences, my drive has always come from

that we should attack the drug-pricing problem at its core,

the knowledge that the client comes first and my efforts are

which is the cost and lengthy time of regulatory review. We

focused to help the client get to the top of where it can go.

should strive to maintain a strong pro-patent environment

including abbreviated new drug application (ANDA) generic
litigation, which is of critical importance to the company. In stage
three of my career, I became entrepreneurial and started my own

and make the regulatory processes more efficient. We must

Subject matter eligibility remains a complex
topic in the United States. What can be done to

support an environment that motivates new innovation in
healthcare to extend and save lives.

“I think that we should attack the
drug-pricing problem at its core, which is the
cost and lengthy time of regulatory review”
IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021
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Which of the cases that you have worked on
have been the most memorable and why?
One particular case that sticks in my mind is the work that I

You are known for your expertise before the EPO.
What, in your experience, are the most common
mistakes that parties make before the office?

did for the BBC in securing protection for its iPlayer platform.

I often find that I need to address problems that were

I must admit that when the inventor first demonstrated the

introduced long before my involvement. This is usually

concept to me back in 2004, long before any streaming or

because the patent application was not drafted with European

catch-up TV services were available, I did wonder why anyone

prosecution in mind. Patent owners are often surprised to

would choose to watch television on a laptop. Now, catch-up

discover that their European patent application faces stiff

TV and streaming services are more popular than traditional

resistance before the EPO, despite having been successful in

terrestrial broadcast TV, and the BBC, in being one of the first to

other jurisdictions. In a worst-case scenario, failing to draft an

file patents directed to this technology, has important patents

application with European prosecution in mind, might result

in this area.

in an otherwise patentable invention being refused before the
EPO. Patent owners wishing to secure strong patent protection

You have represented clients ranging from
small start-ups to multinationals. How do
client demands vary depending on the type of
company – and how do you adapt to this?

in Europe should consult with a European patent attorney from
the outset.

the needs of small start-ups are not actually so different from

What are three big developments in the
high-tech sector that you can see coming
down the pipeline – and how can companies
prepare themselves?

those of multinationals where strategic IP advice is concerned.

I think that the high-tech sector will finally see the potential

I have found that as long as I keep in mind the business needs

of some of the most hyped technologies being realised. The

of my client – specifically, the commercial relevance of their

rollout of 5G networks has been slower than predicted, but

intellectual property – I can adapt my advice accordingly.

I expect them to really take off and empower a range of new

Although the IP budgets of small start-ups and multinationals
vary considerably, I have found that, in recent years especially,

and existing technologies, including the Internet of Things and

What are the biggest challenges currently facing
SEP holders in the HEVC MPEG space?

driverless cars. Other significant developments that we can

HEVC faces the fairly unusual situation of fragmented patent

tech (eg, robots and computer vision) in agriculture.

pools. This fragmentation raises issues for both HEVC SEP

already see picking up are AI on the edge and the use of high
For companies perhaps not currently involved in the above

licensees and licensors. For licensees, patent pools have

areas, I would recommend being open to embracing products

traditionally provided a certain peace of mind; for the AVC

and solutions using these technologies so that these entities are

standard, membership of the MPEG LA pool is likely to be

not left behind – there are very few areas in which 5G or AI on

sufficient to avoid patent issues. However, for HEVC, licensees

the edge will not be applicable.

must either sign up to the three major patent pools (and a

For those that are already involved, I would emphasise the

raft of licences from independent companies) or accept an

importance of having a suitable IP strategy in place. The first-

uncomfortable level of risk. The situation is also not ideal for

to-file nature of the patent system places great emphasis on

licensors, which face a tricky decision with regard to which

seeking patent protection early on, and our most successful

pool(s) to join. Each one offers different reward structures and

clients active in these areas have been protecting their

participation conditions. Therefore, determining which one to

intellectual property from the outset. Thus, I would recommend

join is far from straightforward. This problem is exacerbated by

reviewing your intellectual property on a regular basis and

the large numbers of patents in each pool, making it difficult to

strategically evaluating how best to protect it – be it via patents,

assess the relative strengths of the pool.

designs protection or know-how.

“There are very few areas in
which 5G or AI on the edge will not
be applicable”
IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021
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Biography
Jason Loh is an innovator at heart with a mission to drive
the growth of companies through the power of intellectual
property. He is the founder of Piece Future, an Asian IP
investment bank with strategic investments in more than
30 start-ups across Asia. Piece Future serves as a vital key in
the IP innovation ecosystem, providing IP-driven business
solutions to multinationals and start-ups, uncovering
hidden gems in their patent portfolios and generating
manifold returns from their investments.
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What led you to establish Asia’s first private IP
bank – and what challenges have you had to
overcome along the way?

start-ups. It also serves as a viable alternative to intra-

From my 20-plus years in the industry, I could see that there
was a huge gap in IP awareness among multinationals,

What are your top three tips for ensuring longlasting relationships with international clients?

while for SMEs and start-ups there was a systemic lack of

I would say that it is of utmost importance to identify the needs

access to – and ownership of – intellectual property. Being

of the client, in order to customise a scope of work that will

an innovator at heart, I founded Piece Future with a mission

deliver true value to their business.

to drive the growth of companies through the power of
intellectual property.
Since our establishment in 2017 we have faced many
challenges, mainly due to a scattered IP landscape across the

company innovation.

My next tip would be to ensure that you actually deliver on
the high calibre of work that has been promised!
Finally, I would advocate constant innovation, in order to
provide fresh business ideas to clients.

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), and the need
to build awareness of our IPHatch platform for our ecosystem
network across multiple cities.

How do you expect IP investment to evolve
across the ASEAN region in the coming years?
We expect IP investment to rise across the ASEAN region,

What are the key characteristics of an excellent
IP strategy – and how can IP investments
benefit corporations as a whole?

due to greater awareness and with institutions looking to

This is by no means an exhaustive list of characteristics, but

opportunities for licensing intellectual property in new markets

when we do a deep dive into the patent technicalities, we

and channels of trade, to form new collaborations and joint

want to ascertain how robust and future-proof the rights are,

ventures, and to participate in the IP sharing economy to

relative to current and future global trends. Such a deep dive

support improved innovation in activities related to sustainable

also gives us a good sense of how well the patents would hold

development goals.

diversify their investments. This is why we will be expanding
strategically into new cities throughout Asia, to identify valuable

up for defensive or offensive strategies.
We also assess the overall size of the patent portfolios
being maintained, as this has a direct impact on the
annuities due.
These are just some of the key characteristics that we
look out for in our in-house dynamic market patent valuation

Finally, what advice would you have for
someone considering striking out on their own
in this way?
I would express it through the following sayings.
First, “smooth seas don’t make good sailors”. As the

system, Valuation360, which evaluates market, technology

expression implies, good entrepreneurs need to have a huge

and legal potentials. The system helps our clients to manage

amount of perseverance in order to weather the choppy waters

and commercialise challenging portfolios and, in so doing, to

– especially during challenging times.

uncover numerous hidden gems in their patent portfolios and
generate manifold returns from their investments.
In terms of how IP investments can benefit corporations
on a whole, intellectual property can be used to bring value to

Second, “think outside the box”. Innovative thinking could
make the pivotal difference for businesses to survive and thrive,
so I would certainly advise this.
Finally, “always deliver value”. Forget your ABC (“always be

all companies at different stages of maturity, across different

closing” being a popular sales strategy for young professionals).

territorial regions.

Instead, I would advocate taking a step back to focus on

We help our global clients to embrace IP investments
as a new avenue to reach out to fast-growing SMEs and

delivering top value to your existing clients, even if it means
closing on fewer future sales.

“It is of utmost importance to identify
the needs of the client, in order to
customise a scope of work that will
deliver true value to their business.”
IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021
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What led you to a career in intellectual property
and what advice would you give to anyone
considering a similar route?

challenges become simple, second-order issues to resolve.

I first considered a career in intellectual property after having

overseas costs. Good communication with local counsel is

interesting conversations with my housemate at college, who

required in order for this to be addressed promptly and fairly for

had started to train as a patent attorney at the same time I

all parties.

Without this regular communication, small issues can develop
unnecessarily. One recurring theme is that of escalating

started my PhD. After hearing more about it, the profession
seemed to be the ideal way to stay on the cutting edge of science
without having to be immersed in a post-graduate environment
and perform laboratory work that I felt I was not especially good
at getting right. (I did not have the required ‘green fingers’!)

What recent developments should rights
holders in the life sciences space be aware of
when looking to protect IP rights in Europe and
the United Kingdom?
The EPO and UK courts have continued to raise the bar when it

How do you build strong, long-lasting
relationships with overseas contacts, and why
is an international network important?

comes to the quality and quantity of supporting experimental

I strongly believe that being caring and making time in my

antibody inventions, where the evidence should make plausible

day for clients and contacts, especially when problems arise

the treatment of a claimed disease or unexpected advantage

that need careful attention, is fundamental to building and

of a claimed antibody, respectively. It is essential that the

sustaining relationships. People remember how you address

associated plausibility threshold is met on filing, as it cannot be

and resolve these issues. The biggest challenge in maintaining

remedied by post-filed data.

evidence necessary for inclusion in a life sciences patent
application. This is particularly the case for therapy and

relationships with overseas contacts is obviously distance;

United States and Canada. Throughout 2020, I have adapted

Finally, what are some of the biggest challenges
facing UK patent owners at present, and
what can attorneys do to help their clients
overcome these?

this approach and moved all my communications online,

In the life sciences space, one of the key challenges relates

ensuring that I check in regularly with my contacts in the United

to the level of experimental evidence required in a patent

Kingdom and overseas.

application to meet plausibility requirements. Notably, the UK

before the travel restrictions brought about by covid-19 were
introduced, I would prioritise travel throughout the year to
ensure regular face-to-face interaction with my contacts in the

courts have recently found a number of life sciences patents

What are the main challenges that clients face
when it comes to portfolio management?

invalid for failing to meet this threshold. Accordingly, we now

The successful management of an IP portfolio requires

design, and indeed continue this process throughout the patent

quality and frequent communication with the patent attorney

drafting process such that key technical effects are optimally

with regard to prosecution options, strategy, likely issues

highlighted and credibly supported in a patent specification,

and timeframes. This helps to provide a clear and common

thereby facilitating downstream prosecution and post-

understanding, from which all portfolio management

grant challenges.

provide early stage advice on the planning of experimental

“I strongly believe that being caring and
making time in my day for clients and contacts,
especially when problems arise that need
careful attention, is fundamental to building
and sustaining relationships ”
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What led you to found your own firm and what
advice do you have for anyone considering
doing the same?

examination request. Therefore, the prosecution strategy should

I had long realised that there was space in Brazil for an IP firm

application and any future divisional applications.

be carefully outlined before requesting examination to ensure
that all prosecution options are maintained in both the parent

with a keen specialisation on patents that could deliver high-

firms and the drive to think outside the box and work using

How have client demands changed over the
past five years and how have you adapted
to this?

innovative methods, we have striven for a balance between

Clients are becoming more and more sensitive to cost,

attention to detail, quality and fair pricing, in order to meet that

especially in services that have become commoditised such

market need. To anyone considering doing the same, find your

as translations, filings and renewals. In order to adapt to these

strengths – that is your niche. Be prepared for your weaknesses

changes, we continually strive to streamline our processes

and do not be afraid to follow your dreams.

through the use of new technologies, as well as open space and

quality work at a fair price. By bringing together the experience
gained by our partners at some of the largest Brazilian IP

remote working solutions, which minimise the overhead costs

What has been your most memorable case
and why?

but allow us to maintain the quality that our clients are used to.

The first appeal case for which I was responsible. The patent
transferred to me at the very last stage of the appeal process.

What three big changes do you see coming
to the Brazilian biotech space – and how can
companies best prepare themselves?

Despite being an extremely difficult matter, our team was

In my opinion the main biotech inventions over the next

able to reverse the decision and soon after the patent holder

few years will probably relate to one of three things: CRISPR

transferred its entire portfolio to our care.

technology; vaccines and vaccine-related technologies; or

in question related to a blockbuster drug and the case was

personalised medicine. To remain competitive, Brazilian

What are the most common mistakes that you
see companies making before the Brazilian
Patent Office – and how can they avoid them?

companies will not only have to invest in good human capital

Companies will often act without a profound knowledge of the

desire to invest more in intellectual property over the years,

idiosyncrasies of Brazilian practice and assuming that Brazilian

the investment that companies make in this field, with a few

laws and bylaws are similar to those of other jurisdictions, which

notable exceptions, remains insufficient. For example, the

of course can lead to various issues. For example, in patent

number of companies that hire in-house patent attorneys with

prosecution, the most common and dangerous mistake is

technical qualifications remains extremely limited. Brazilian

arguably not paying enough attention to the case when requesting

companies in general, and biotech companies in particular,

examination. While this step is trivial in most jurisdictions, in

that wish to be relevant players on a global scale need to start

Brazil, it is vital, as only limited amendments are allowed after the

making intellectual property a priority.

but also have to continue to invest in their IP portfolios. While
we have seen an increase in IP awareness in Brazil and the

“Clients are becoming more and more
sensitive to cost, especially in services
that have become commoditised”
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What prompted you to start your own firm – and
do you have any advice for anyone considering
doing the same?

the near future AI tools will also help clients to make strategic

The primary trigger was that I was not learning things at the rate

terms of patent drafting and prosecution.

decisions on the likely outcome of a litigation or dispute. They
are also likely to play a huge role in patent quality, especially in

at which I wanted to; I was ready for a new work culture that was
more flexible. If you are considering starting out now, be very clear
on your appetite for risk and take the time to pick a good team.

You have been entrusted with patent work by some
of the biggest multinationals in the world. What are
the key skills for a top-level IP professional to hone?

What has been the highlight of your
professional career so far and why?

While keeping up to date with the latest legal positions and

I have been involved in a few landmark decisions in India, but

communication. It is very important to be able to clearly and

the two high-stakes cases that stand out are:

concisely communicate with your clients on both the strengths

•

the patentability of genetically modified seeds in India, an

and the weaknesses of the matter, as well as the reasons behind

issue that went all the way to the Supreme Court; and

a particular strategic decision. This avoids confusion and means

a multi-million dollar technology dispute on confidential

that everyone can work together as a team.

•

practices is a must, the one skill that I think is crucial is clear

information and trade secrets that involved parallel
proceedings before two Indian high courts, arbitration
proceedings in Singapore and the United Kingdom, and
proceedings before the National Company Law Tribunal.

What do you expect to be the next big tech
sectors to take off in India – and how can
companies and investors capitalise from these?
The next big tech sectors are likely to be in the digital space,

What key takeaways have you learned about
effective management in your role as managing
partner of Obhan & Associates?

cybersecurity, e-learning platforms, remote working platforms

Learn to listen and break as many walls as you can within

that there is no blanket ban on software – a view long held by

the firm. I strongly believe that a flatter and non-political

many, especially the Indian Patent Office.

work environment is the best way to drive synergies. It is also

and related applications. This is especially so as Indian courts
and tribunals have repeatedly stressed over the past few years

I also see significant developments coming in the healthcare

important to foster knowledge building and knowledge sharing

and personalised medicine space, financial services, online

and make the job as fun and engaging as possible.

payment applications and food technology, including ready-toeat and health food.

You have worked with companies of all size
– from start-ups to Fortune 500 names. How
do you adapt the way that you work between
entities with such different needs?
I rely a lot on my intuition and pay close attention to an

Companies may want to consider building their portfolios
in India with a view to the data regulations that are likely to be
finalised in the near future. Technologies that efficiently comply
with the proposed data regulatory framework are likely to
successfully capitalise.

organisation’s strategic objectives, leadership thinking and internal
processes. This helps us to offer practical advice and to tweak our
internal processes in order to try to offer as close a fit as possible.

Why is strategic patent knowledge important
to dealmaking?
Not all patents are created equal. The value of a patent depends

What does a watertight patent protection
strategy look like to you?

on several factors including claim scope, number of patents

A watertight patent protection strategy can only be achieved

information in the portfolio as a whole, ongoing technology trends

if there is alignment between the business, legal and R&D

and the potential market. Having strategic patent knowledge

functions, and if the desired outcome from a particular patent

helps a company to conduct proper due diligence, identify any

portfolio is clearly understood by everyone. It greatly helps

potential roadblocks, including regulatory roadblocks, and

when there is buy-in from top management on building a strong

estimate the actual worth of a patent before entering into a

patent portfolio and, of course, when the necessary budgets

business deal so as to be able to negotiate accordingly.

in the portfolio, strength of the patent claims and confidential

have been allocated to it.

What impact do you expect AI to have on the
wider IP ecosystem?

What changes would you like to see made to the
Indian patent landscape – and how likely do you
think they are to take place?

I see AI making a positive impact on the administrative and

India has made significant progress over the past decade

procedural functions in the patent ecosystem. I think that in

where its patent regime is concerned and recognises the need
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to continue improving. However, if there was one thing I could

appraisal similar to the appraisal systems in the private sector.

change, it would be making IP office jobs the most sought after

India urgently needs a competent and fast IP redressal system,

in the country. Attracting the highest quality talent at industry

which includes specialised benches for hearing complex IP

compensation and ensuring that they have the tools, training

disputes, as well as a fast-track appeal system for IP office

and resources to deliver consistent and high-quality logical

decisions. Creating a system that works quickly, logically

outcomes is the need of the hour. At the same time, the IP

and efficiently would help India to further strengthen its

offices need to bring in greater accountability and a system of

patent regime.

“The one skill that I think is crucial is
clear communication. It is very important
to be able to clearly and concisely
communicate with your clients on both
the strengths and the weaknesses of the
matter, as well as the reasons behind a
particular strategic decision”
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Can you tell us about some of the biggest
professional challenges you have faced, and
how you overcame them?

honest and open sharing of more than just the facts. Sharing
yourself as an entire person begets that and helps to build trust
around client projects.

I find networking challenging, yet it is a key source of client

people respond to authentic engagement and enthusiasm.

What do you expect to be the next big tech
sectors to take off – and how can companies
and investors ready themselves?

Challenge conquered!

I would bet on autonomous vehicles and augmented reality in

work. I have overcome this by reframing ‘networking’ as
‘meeting people with a purpose’ and recognising that

the computer and communication technology spaces moving

What are some of the key skills necessary for
someone working in the patent data space?

into greater adoption.

Curiosity is key. Having an interest in better exploring the world

How has the patent analytics space changed in
the past 10 years and what changes would you
like to see next?

and the data goes a long way.

How do you manage expectations and maintain
close working relationships with clients when
the stakes are so high?

The arrival of a strong set of machine learning-driven tools

The big one for me is having a deeper relationship through the

between tool sets in the future.

that enable analysis of harder and more complex data sets has
improved the field. I would like to see more interoperability

“I find networking challenging, yet it is a
key source of client work. I have overcome
this by reframing ‘networking’ as ‘meeting
people with a purpose’ and recognising that
people respond to authentic engagement and
enthusiasm. Challenge conquered!”
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You have received numerous awards and
recognition, including a Business Award and a
Strategy Excellence Award. What has been the
key to your success?

often said to be too slow to change with the times. However,

I am fortunate to have worked with some of the best and

Nelson Mandela, it can always seem impossible until it is done.

brightest, who took the time to mentor me as I explored new

Commonalities resonate.

both seek to promote those things that are valuable to society
and both rely on well-established, age-old principles and
rules in the pursuit of progress. To borrow a thought from

aspects of professional life. I have also been privileged to

leadership programmes. In terms of the experience I have

How have client demands changed over the
past five years and what impact is this having
on your practice?

gathered, this has been across multiple sectors – such as

The legal market has been changing over a period of time,

aerospace, automotive, information and communications

which I have experienced as both a client and as a service

technology, energy and health. Being able to work with

provider. Changes go further than fee arrangements. In

multinationals and start-ups in these areas has enabled me to

order to deliver more value to the service user, the roles

appreciate different considerations to be taken into account

and responsibilities of both clients and lawyers are being

for a range of transactions in different operating environments

refined to make the internal/external matter management

and with different point-in-time strategic objectives. Regarding

process transparent, more efficient and seamless. Right now,

any award, it is all about working with others. On a personal

adaptability and tailored responsiveness to client needs has

level, the thread that binds a group of people working together

been a key focus for our practice management. Our vision is to

is often made of the basics: openness, trust, respect, teamwork

be a great law firm for the technology-centric.

have been able to complement this fundamental part of my
professional development by participating in foundational

and fun. I take time to focus on people – as well as processes
and company objectives – to achieve the desired goal.

How do you measure the success of an
IP strategy?

Can you tell us about some of the biggest
obstacles you have faced in your professional
life – and how you have overcome them?

There are a number of elements that make up an IP strategy

This is a tricky question, as I am naturally inclined to find

KPIs include number of patents, collaboration, publications,

solutions rather than see something as an obstacle. At most, an

IP transfer, return on investment and delivery of future science

‘obstacle’ is something to take into consideration in the grand

programmes. For my clients, my focus is to assist with achieving

scheme of things. In this regard, I believe that maintaining an

a return on investment as part of an innovation cycle or

open mind to hearing different perspectives is important, as

ecosystem – our client’s success means our success.

and there are various key performance indicators (KPIs)
associated with each of these. Some of the more common

is adhering to certain foundational elements of strategy and
decision making. I am reminded of a saying that I came across
in my late teens: the only limitation is your imagination.
Some key learnings for me during my career have been that

Looking ahead, how do you expect the German
patent landscape to develop in the next
five years?

making the decision of go/no go is crucial, and that change is

This year, Germany placed first as the most innovative nation

opportunity. Having worked with technology my entire career,

in the Bloomberg Innovation Index. High value is still given to

I have also found it important to focus on the commonalities

patents, as a source of competitive advantage and also because

that exist across professional disciplines. At a glance, for

they remain an efficient means of being able to protect this

example, science and law may appear diametric – science

form of IP asset compared to some other jurisdictions. Should

often progressing at light speed, forever seeking to innovate,

there be a reduced ability to protect these time-limited assets,

to create, by its nature engaging with risk and the unknown,

there could be a shift to other forms of IP protection. At the very

while the law is often portrayed as being quite conservative,

least, changes in patent-filing strategies seem likely.

“The roles and responsibilities of both clients
and lawyers are being refined to make the
internal/external matter management process
transparent, more efficient and seamless”
IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021
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What is the biggest career challenge that you
have faced and what can others learn from how
you overcame it?

Second, you should always try to go above and beyond what

Deciding to start my own firm was a huge challenge. I thought

front of their patrons or the people to whom they report, this is

that the most difficult aspect would be working as an IP lawyer,

also very helpful. And never forget that clients never forget!

clients are asking for and add value in non-billable ways
wherever you can. Third, if you can make them look good in

but in reality, it is managing people as a partner at the firm. The
strive to lead people in such a way that they trust you and that

What does a watertight IP enforcement strategy
look like to you?

you bring out the very best in them. My advice for other leaders is

One in which you keep an eye on how your competitors will

to never forget that your people are your most important asset.

evolve their products, particularly if they are products that

firm’s success is underpinned by its personnel. You should always

are not covered by SEPs. Patent claims should be broad.

You have been entrusted with patent work by
companies at the top of their industry. What
are the key skills for a top-level IP professional
to hone?

Maintaining a US continuation patent application ensures that

You need to understand your client’s business. An IP strategy

The enforcement strategy should also exercise caution and be

that does not fit in a great business strategy is useless. When

underpinned by careful thought and analysis. Going in guns

advising clients, I am always mindful of each company’s

blazing is not always the best course of action! Study your

challenges and goals. Where do they do business? What are

client’s competitors; examine what they do, what they produce

the products and/or services that they sell in those markets?

and how they act. Then, based on that study, formulate a

What keeps my client up at night? I also spend considerable

strategy that has the highest chance of getting your client what

time ensuring that my communication style is highly effective.

it wants.

you always have a patent application pending in the United
States, which means that you can evolve your patent claims
to cover a competitor’s product – or at least attempt to do so.

Some clients want information presented in a very concise

the IP advice has to be tied back into the company’s business

How would you like to see the rules governing
the patentability of software and business
methods in Canada and elsewhere in the world
change – and how likely to do you think it is
that such changes will take place?

goals in order to make sense of the larger picture.

I think the concerns around the patenting of AI and machine

manner, while others want to see all the rationale behind the
recommendation. I also find that they are equally interested in
my business advice, and IP advice often has to be mixed in with
business advice to be effective and meaningful. In most cases,

learning are going to motivate government decision makers

Can you share with us your top three tips
for ensuring long-lasting relationships with
international clients?

to converge on standards for patentable subject matter. Most

First, being responsive is key. When clients come to you with

software realm, particularly in areas such as AI and machine

questions, they often need answers yesterday. Sometimes

learning, cybersecurity, the Internet of Things, cleantech and

providing a quick ‘guesstimate’ of the recommended outcome

autonomous vehicles. Changes that affect AI, machine learning

is all that they require, as waiting for a well-researched answer

and other areas are coming. It will be a matter of what form

that boils down to a ‘maybe’ can be quite frustrating for them.

those changes come in, and when.

patent applications filed today are for computer-implemented
inventions. Key innovations in the future will be in the

“My advice for other leaders is to never
forget that your people are your most
important asset”
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What led you to your current career path –
and what advice do you have for someone
considering following in your footsteps?

holders and investors, particularly in the
valuation space?

Factors that led me where i am include a broad interest in

a portfolio is being managed and greater certainty of specific

business, technology and the law, and a continuing interest

results. All of this is of value to patent owners and investors.

Improved analytics provides greater transparency into how well

in applying solutions from other areas of business to patent
and I saw how other business units and business areas worked

What does a winning IP monetisation strategy
look like to you?

through strategic decision making. I adopted those practices for

Successful alignment of specific business goals with patent

my team and now I bring them to our clients.

management practices; a stated definition of ‘success’; and

strategy situations. I was in-house for the better part of a decade

Advice to others: be curious beyond your chosen field, learn

a set of metrics that align with near, mid and long-term

about the business of your company, accounting, HR, sales and

components of success. Success is defined by not only the

so on, and always ask yourself how someone will not only take

patent team, but by cross-functional teams across the business.

your advice but use it practically in their organisation.

What led to you co-founding your own
firm – and do you have any tips for anyone
considering doing the same?
We wanted to bring to others solutions we had developed in-house.
Differentiate yourself by sharing your point of view and

What three changes would you like to see to the
US patent landscape – and do you expect them
to take place?
Greater transparency on patent ownership. This is
slowly happening.
Increased certainty in PTAB trials and appeals. Unfortunately,

your opinion.

there is no clear path here.

How do you expect patent analytics tools
to change the ways of working for rights

quality. This has been a tough one to achieve and the timing of

A reduced emphasis on quantity, greater emphasis on
when and if this will happen is unclear.

“Be curious beyond your chosen field,
learn about the business of your company,
accounting, HR, sales and so on, and
always ask yourself how someone will not
only take your advice but use it practically
in their organisation”
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What has been the secret to your success as a
leading US patent litigator?

decisions, that I can fashion a workable solution. Of course, in

First, I have lived in my two favourite places: China and Texas. I

in litigation I have a single role: to create pain for the other side

lived in China for five years and were it not for covid-19, I would

until they see things my client’s way. What I do not usually say is

be going there frequently. Being one of the few Americans to

that there are many ways to create pain and choosing the smartest

lead both US and Chinese patent litigation has made me a go-to

way is more important than choosing the bloodiest. Many of my

choice for Western clients. In addition, I have been based in

clients were former adversaries and I am very proud of that.

litigation, this is not always possible. I tell many of my clients that

Texas for most of my life and the Eastern and Western Districts

patents. Patent litigation is complex but winning is based on

How do you manage cross-border issues when
a Chinese patent dispute has parallel US or
EU litigations?

two things: good patents and excellent representation. One of

As an experienced US patent litigator who has not just lived in

my mentors told me early on that the secret to winning is being

China but practised for a top Chinese IP law firm, I have unique

prepared. Before I file a case, I try the case in my mind and on

insight and excellent contacts. This has been of paramount

paper. The biggest advantage that a plaintiff has is that they

importance during the covid-19 pandemic because of limits on

know that the lawsuit is coming. I am ready to try every case the

travel. In fact, lockdown has created a competitive advantage

day that I file it.

for me because I have the resources to win in China without

of Texas continue to be important venues for patent owners.
More importantly, I owe my success to my clients and their

having to be there.

What is your most memorable case and why?

The primary advantages of China are injunctions and the

I have won a lot more than I have lost but I remember the losses

speed of litigation. However, the lack of US-type discovery

more. I had a case almost 15 years ago against my former firm.

remains a significant drawback. Like German law, on which

I still remember how I felt when we lost and that anger, shame

Chinese law is based, most evidence used at trial is from

and resentment still burns to this day. Winning is much more

public sources. US patent litigation generally takes longer, and

fun – hard work, good patents and excellent strategy have

injunctions are not available outside the International Trade

allowed me to have this fun.

Commission, but discovery is broad. One strategy that I use
in parallel cases is to ask the Chinese judge to order the other

You have gone from director of patents for
Qualcomm to a leading private practice firm.
What changes in your management style has
this necessitated?

side to produce between 100 and 500 pages of damages and

My experiences in-house in China and India deeply affected how

granted this relief, the other side quickly settled.

infringement documents that have already been produced in
the US case. Because there is no burden on the other side, no
judge has ever turned me down. Also, every time a judge has

I view relationships. There is no single strategy for managing

a personal interest. This understanding can guide everyday

What are the main differences between the US
and Chinese courts for patent owners to be
aware of?

decisions in ways that MBA knowledge cannot. I think that

The US government and courts have recently severely

people like working with me because I love what I do, and it

weakened rights holders ability to enforce patents. The

shows. Passion begets passion. Once everyone is zealous about

ironically named America Invents Act allowed infringing parties

their role, that is when true greatness is achieved.

to destroy the vast majority of patents before the patent owner

any group because teams are made up of individuals. Listening
to everyone and being fair is important but the key is to take

can even set foot in court. At the same time, China has gone

How do you work with clients to negotiate deals
that suit both sides?
I study my clients and adversaries. It is only by understanding
not just the business issues, but also the individuals making the

from worst to first in enforcing patent rights. In China, patents
are invalidated much less frequently than in the United States.
In addition, patentees generally win their court cases
between 70% and 90% of the time, with foreign plaintiffs faring

“Passion begets passion. Once everyone is
zealous about their role, that is when true
greatness is achieved”
IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021
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better than Chinese patentees. Most non-SEP cases reach

I represent foreign parties (including NPEs) and in over

trial in between seven and 12 months in China. Outside of the

three years, I have not had any claims invalidated. This says

Eastern and Western Districts of Texas, most US courts stay

something about politics, but more about my clients’ patents

litigation for between 18 and 24 months throughout inter partes

and my team. China has a strong interest in proving that its IP

reviews at the PTAB, which invalidates between 70% and 90% of

system is fair to foreigners. The best thing that could happen

the patents it adjudicates. Although the Eastern District of Texas

to China right now is to have a large Chinese company lose a

is currently trying cases within 12 to 15 months, for the Western

patent case to an US inventor or company.

District this is closer to 24 months.
The cost of litigation in China is also much less than in the

There are exceptions. For instance, it would be a strategic
mistake to sue Huawei in China right now. With Huawei being

United States. Most importantly, if a patent owner wins in court,

bullied internationally for political reasons, understandably

they have a 95% chance of injunctive relief. The injunctions

it needs some protection. Also, do not sue Chinese

ban not just sales in China, but also export from there. Because

semiconductor manufacturers in China; you will lose. But for

China is the world’s largest manufacturer, an injunction there

virtually everyone else, China is a remarkably fair place in which

can effectively be effective worldwide. In the United States,

to enforce patents. An additional challenge is having patents to

injunctions are almost never granted by a court.

litigate: the price of admission to the Chinese patent litigation

The only real advantages to US litigation are discovery and

train is good Chinese patents.

damages. No broad discovery is allowed in China, although

Lack of discovery can be a challenge, as with Germany,

private investigations and government-sanctioned raids are

but burden shifting helps. Finally, the speed of litigation in

supported. Further, Chinese law now allows the burden of

some courts has slowed down due to the number of filings in

proof for damages to be shifted to the defendant. Previously,

China (approximately 22,000 patent cases were filed in 2019).

to achieve anything other than statutory damages capped

However, I have been filing in several people’s intermediate

at $150,000 per patent (now around $750,000), the plaintiff

courts, which have concurrent jurisdiction with the IP courts but

would have to provide stock-keeping unit level sales numbers

are much quicker and efficient because they are less well known

for China. These were generally unavailable, which meant

internationally. Qualcomm’s preliminary injunction against

that damages were usually low. Now plaintiffs can use public

Apple was in such a court.

information on sales in regions outside China and other
use that figure or demand that the defendant produce accurate

What future reforms – if any – would you like to
see made to the Chinese patent system?

numbers. This has led to steep increases in damages. Also,

One change would be to institute a burden-shifting doctrine

many courts are now starting to shift the burden on proof of

regarding infringement – while many trial courts are doing so on

infringement , although this is not yet law across China.

their own, it is still a patchwork. Also, whereas many courts are

products to extrapolate an estimate, and the judge will either

still moving quite quickly, others (ie, the Beijing IP Court) have

How has your experience as a litigator and
in-house in the United Stated benefitted your
practice in China?

become a victim of their own success. I would like to see more
judges appointed to move cases more quickly. I would also like
to see more clarity regarding SEPs, but this is limited to China.

Any Chinese patent litigator who has studied or practised only

The biggest problem right now relates to transparency.

in China has, by definition, only a couple of years’ experience in

Unlike the United States, where cases are immediately publicly

high-stakes patent litigation, as no one was filing patent cases

reported and accessible via multiple services such as Westlaw,

in China until a few years ago.

Lexis-Nexis, Lex Machina and PACER, China has no such system.

I have brought more than 20 years of complex patent

It is frustrating, because clients and reasonably want to know

litigation experience to China and it has helped change the

the metrics that US litigators have at their fingertips. Right now,

market. In court, we use US-quality trial graphics – most

all I can tell them what I have learned about the large cases

Chinese patent litigators still use nothing other than patent

through my connections, but cannot I give them any meaningful

drawings. Further, I have brought complex damages analysis

data for the simple reason that it does not exist.

to Chinese courts. One judge recently said that it was the best
damages analysis and presentation that she had ever seen.

What are the biggest enforcement challenges
facing patent owners in China at present?

What are the key considerations for foreign
innovators looking to enter into the Chinese
market to bear in mind?
To win in China is remarkably simple: have good patents

Many of my non-Chinese clients assume that it is impossible

and good counsel. Also do not sue Huawei or Chinese

to sue Chinese companies in China due to political reasons.

semiconductor companies right now, and you stand a really

This is not true. Courts generally act independently of politics.

good chance. The problem is that most foreign investors do
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not know good Chinese lawyers or law firms, and the language

charges but is also a good way to manage the risks generally.

barrier prevents easy analysis of patents. Regarding the former,

Unless you have multiple trusted individuals on the ground in

dealing with Chinese law firms is risky because of laws such as

mainland China, let someone who has spent the requisite time

the UK Bribery Act and the US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.

creating a trusted team manage your intellectual property.

In short, what you do (or have done for you) in China can land

Finally, a Chinese company is not required to litigate patents

you in prison at home. Even the top-ranked Chinese firms are

in China. If a Chinese company is created, the judge will realise

not immune, as within the past year, the IP head of a famous

very quickly that it is not truly Chinese and may well hold it

Chinese law firm was accused of bribing an in-house lawyer to

against you. Further, if you win a judgment, is it very difficult to

hire the firm. Although this may appear self-serving, I strongly

transfer money out of mainland China. This is less of a problem

believe that dealing with a Western lawyer who can manage

for settlements because they can be structured to avoid

Chinese litigation is not only a good defence against corruption

this problem.

“China has a strong interest in proving that its
IP system is fair to foreigners. The best thing
that could happen to China right now is to
have a large Chinese company lose a patent
case to an US inventor or company”
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You have been at the heart of headline-grabbing
cases, including Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute v Apple. What do you think makes for
a successful conclusion to a case and how can
litigators achieve this for their clients?

communication, excellent work product delivered in a timely
manner and fair fees. Any law firm that delivers on those three
core missions should thrive.

From my perspective, there are no shortcuts or magic bullets

How has the Supreme Court’s decision in SAS
Institute affected strategy before the PTAB?

for patent litigators to achieve a successful conclusion to a

For patent owners, SAS Institute has dramatically affected the

case for their clients. Instead, as with any endeavour, the key

strategy of how to craft the preliminary response (POPR) to a

to success always comes down to preparation. It requires

petition. Before SAS, patent owners often drafted their POPRs

understanding the issues in such a way that you can speak to

with the aim of avoiding institution of certain specific claims

the jurors and the judge without jargon or vocabulary that goes

that had been challenged, so that, even if some claims were

over their head, and without speaking down to them in a way

instituted, there was a chance that high-value claims would not

that sounds condescending. Because patent cases invariably

be. When SAS eliminated partial institutions and imposed an

involve complex technology, a trial lawyer earns credibility with

‘all or nothing’ outcome on institution decisions, it shifted the

the fact finder by teaching without condescension. You have to

POPR strategy. In particular, post-SAS POPRs focus more than

empower fact finders to have confidence that they understand

ever on attempting to persuade the PTAB to deny institution

the issues and feel good about deciding in favour of your client.

altogether based on one or more of the bases for discretionary
denial of institution – including the advanced stage of the

What led you to establish Skiermont Derby
and what advice would you offer anyone
considering setting up their own firm?

district court litigation, objections to serial petitions and

I wanted to focus my career on plaintiff-side patent litigation

POPRs are less likely to focus on claim-specific arguments

because over time I realised that representing inventors and

(particularly for dependent claims) because where institution

patent owners was what I found most rewarding. I also wanted

is all or nothing, it is strategic for patent owners to hold back

the flexibility to represent inventors and patent owners who

their claim-specific arguments until – and unless – the PTAB

desired legal representation on a contingent fee or other

institutes review.

arguments that the same art or arguments in the petition had
previously been presented to the USPTO. In addition, post-SAS

alternative (non-hourly) fee structures. In my judgement, there

of your current practice in order to take a shot at starting your own

Finally, in what ways do you expect the
US patent environment to evolve for
pharmaceutical companies over the coming
years – and how can rights holders prepare
for this?

firm. At some point you just have to decide to go for it. The insight

I expect the US patent environment to become more

that I had that made me comfortable leaving a great place to

challenging for pharmaceutical companies as a result of

start my own business was that, even if it was a complete failure, I

political dissatisfaction over the high price of prescription

would not be unemployable, so I might as well take the shot.

drugs – combined with the Big Tech companies’ persistent

was a market opportunity to build a firm with elite lawyers that
focused on representing inventors and patent owners. My advice
for others considering setting up their own firm is that there will
never be a time that feels perfect or risk-free to leave the stability

anti-patent narrative and lobbying, which seeks to enshrine

How have client demands changed over the
past five years and what impact is this having
on your practice?

their free riding at the expense of a robust patent system for

In my experience, client demands have remained

of patent rights that the United States has experienced over

relatively consistent over the years. Clients want constant

recent years at the hands of Big Tech.

all. Pharma patent owners might be the only group powerful
enough in Washington DC to prevent and reverse the erosion

“SAS Institute has dramatically
affected the strategy of how to craft the
preliminary response to a petition”
IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021
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You began professional life as an aeronautical
engineer before retraining as a lawyer. What
motivated such a dramatic career change
and what advice would you give someone
considering an equally big step?

What impact do you expect emerging
technologies to have on the IP landscape?

Although keen on technology, engineering was never a natural

yet widespread, these innovations raise interesting questions

fit for me. As a teenager my interests were broad but my school

in areas such as copyright, trade secrets and patent law – for

was academically strong on sciences, so I fell into studying

example, should AI be recognised as a patent inventor?

Quantum computing and deep-learning AI have had a lot of
focus – science fiction becoming science reality will always
capture the public imagination. Although applications are not

engineering. Aeronautics is hard going when you do not have a

However, today’s digital world is generating more

passion for mathematics, so I suspected that I would not end up

immediate problems, including in relation to the use of

as an engineer. I was always aware of the law conversion course

technology and data. The surge of data-led propositions is

and when I started law school I knew it was the right choice.

disrupting every industry. Data sets have grown and become

If you have a clear calling, follow it. But if, like me, you do

well structured, and sophisticated information can be extracted

not, try not to worry about it. Work at things you might like and

using algorithms and machine learning, shifting business

focus on doing those well. Meanwhile, keep your eyes peeled for

models and blurring industries. Engineering companies

interesting opportunities.

find themselves providing energy services, while electronics
manufacturers are providing healthcare. Different resources

You have moved from in-house back to private
practice. What impact has this had on the way
that you manage your practice?

provided by different companies are carefully woven together to

I like to think that it makes me very client centric. Both Kraft/

trade secrets? Who owns what technology and how is it used

Mondelez and Barclays have sophisticated legal functions with

and licensed? Advising on both commercial and contentious

some extremely bright lawyers. Those environments teach you

aspects of such an arrangement requires a high level of

what real value looks like from a legal services perspective.

sophistication. IP lawyers need to understand the technology

Naturally, you expect external counsel to deliver high-quality

so that they can translate their clients’ issues into rights

work that represents value to both the client and the firm. But

and obligations.

create software platforms that offer multiple services. In a legal
context making this work is an IP problem. Are the data sets

the relationship needs to be a true partnership. A good firm will
understand industry perspectives, horizon scan and issue spot
for its clients, and will proactively think of ways to reduce cost
and add value.

What has been the highlight of your professional
career and why?

You sit on the International Association for
the Protection of Intellectual Property (AIPPI)
UK Council. What value do such organisations
bring to the wider IP ecosystem and why should
lawyers prioritise them?
AIPPI’s work is hugely valuable. It produces strong academic

That is a difficult question. I have been fortunate to work

content and encourages thought leadership from across the IP

on some fascinating and high-profile matters involving

profession, influencing policy, nationally and internationally. We

cutting-edge technology with some very capable people. I

also hold regular educational sessions on all areas of IP law and

am incredibly proud to have been part of an excellent team

provide the opportunity to work and socialise with colleagues in

at Barclays – especially as the industry underwent a dramatic

the broader IP community.

digital transformation. However, I think that joining Wiggin

I prioritise AIPPI activity because the benefits are real. I feel

will turn out to be a major highlight. I have always stayed

close to legal and policy-related industry developments. I have

close to the black letter law, and Wiggin allows me to apply

an expanding global network of friends and colleagues. And I

my technical, legal and commercial experience from within a

have the chance to get under the skin of a specific area of law.

market-leading IP practice and alongside some of the United

For example, I am currently involved in considering how AI

Kingdom’s best technology lawyers and industry specialists.

affects IP legislation.
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What led you to found a firm specialising in IP
transactions and investments?

global footprint across Asia, Europe and the United States we

I launched ICEBERG IP Group (acquired by Inception Venture

and close deals with minimal disruption throughout these

Partners) 20 years ago to create IP-backed ventures in the

challenging times.

have been able to stay ahead of the curve for the most part

wireless and mobile handsets space. We built a number of

protection in the global handset industry would become

The IP monetisation space is a relatively
young one. How are stakeholder expectations
changing and what impact is this having on
your business?

ever more critical with the rise of smartphones. This fuelled a

The IP global investments and monetisation market is still

market need for handset firms to buy patents to protect their

regarded by many as nascent compared to other more

innovation roadmap. We decided to address this by leveraging

established markets for trading alternative asset classes.

our expertise and relationships forged in IP-backed ventures,

However, expectations increase year on year as companies

expanding our proposition to become one of the first entrants in

seek more sophisticated ways to monetise their patent assets

the global IP transactions market – for many years now we have

or protect themselves against patent risk. The first driver for

had a reputation for being a world leader in the field.

change is the need for higher quality assets; this is evident from

ventures, securing licensing agreements and joint venture
initiatives with a range of global handset makers and network
operators. Over time, it became increasingly clear that patent

patent owners wanting to target their highest value patents for

Which of the patent investments and
monetisation deals that you have worked on
are you most proud of – and why?

monetisation purposes or patent investors acquiring assets

The deal structures that bring the most sense of

obsolescence increases and the strategic importance of closing

accomplishment are typically multi-channelled, where an

a deal quickly and effectively becomes ever more crucial.

initial larger investment or transaction leads to multiple

Finally, companies are becoming more discerning in their

downstream monetisation events including licensing, venturing

requirements as the market matures. The term ‘less is more’

and sales using different parts of the portfolio. At Inception

springs to mind, with a marked preference for deal structures

Venture Partners, we regularly put these types of deals together,

that involve fewer high-quality patents with a correspondingly

with a recent example being a patent portfolio from a global

higher monetisation potential.

of the highest strategic importance. In addition, timescale is
key for both sellers and buyers as the speed of technology

navigation company, whereby we secured the rights and then
negotiated licensing arrangements with several big tech Silicon
Valley firms, followed by subsequent sales to multiple buyers.

How do you expect the international patent
monetisation market to evolve in the
coming years?

What are the biggest challenges that
your organisations face and how do you
overcome them?

The market will require a far broader set of skills from the

For many companies the impact of covid-19 has presented a

maximise the underlying value of intellectual property. At

significant challenge this year and for our organisations this

Inception Venture Partners, we have evolved and expanded

has been no exception. However, due to our presence and

by building on our long heritage in IP sales and acquisitions

longstanding relationships in China and the wider Asian region,

to become a leading IP and venture capital investor

we were able to quickly assimilate the impact of nationwide

that delivers the right blend of funding, venturing and

lockdowns and how these would affect our IP monetisation

licensing skills to the global market. For example, we create

globally, and adjust our approach accordingly. As the pandemic

opportunities for companies to invest their patents into

forced widespread lockdowns in Asia at the start of 2020, we

bespoke IP ventures and share in the upside. In doing so, we

focused our efforts on closing IP deals in Europe and the United

provide a platform for our partners to generate returns from

States. As covid-19 spread to the West causing temporary

their patent assets and reinvest these funds back into R&D,

shutdowns, we pivoted our attention back to Asia to renew our

enabling a virtuous cycle that promotes further patenting

efforts there as the region began to re-open. By leveraging our

and continued global innovation.
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best IP investors and deal makers – skill sets that deliver
a more comprehensive range of options on how best to
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relating to industry policy.
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You have worked on international projects
spanning Brazil, Israel, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom and the United States. How has
working across different continents shaped
your professional development?

– licensing, intellectual asset management, the intersection

Knowledge is truly a borderless asset. IP rights recognise

could rely on whenever they were in need of business-

and respect this and ensure that creativity and innovation

oriented counselling and advice. This is intellectual property

are internationally appreciated and valued. While working

at SP Law. For the newest IP entrepreneurs, I have two key

in several jurisdictions, I have managed to acknowledge this

suggestions. First, ensure that your endeavour is more about

by speaking a common language, which brings authors and

doing different things than doing the same things differently.

innovators together and drives social betterment. Ultimately,

Second, stay connected to the only real goal – advancing the

creativity and innovation are inherently human features. As

client’s Interests.

of intellectual property, policy making and regulatory affairs,
and knowledge digitalisation. Intellectual property in the 21st
century is about much more than securing patent rights or
litigation. I wanted to be someone who creators and innovators

such, seeing human ingenuity reach the world is the driving
motivation of what I do.

What are your top three tips for ensuring longlasting relationships with international clients?

You have played a key part in major policy
initiatives involving trade and intellectual
property. Of which of these achievements are
you most proud and why?

Become familiar with their whereabouts, be culturally sensitive

Hands down, initiatives evidencing that Brazil can be a relevant

local customs and goings-on. Humans like to be respected and

player in the IP system. From the top of my head, I would

understood, and to have their demands addressed quickly,

highlight activities aimed at supporting the negotiation of the

regardless of their nationality.

and focus on addressing all matters with a general sense of
urgency. Most firms keep a local perspective whenever liaising
with foreign clients and force international clients to adapt to

IP sections of the projected Mercosur-EU free trade agreement,

foreign governments interested in learning the Brazilian

Finally, what do you see as the biggest
challenges facing IP practitioners in the next
few years, and how can companies prepare
for these?

IP system.

Prosecution will become more and more AI-influenced.

monitoring WIPO’s Broadcast Treaty negotiations, counselling
the UK Intellectual Property Office in setting the first Lambert
toolkit of the Americas and providing ongoing support to

Therefore, drafting-related billing hours will suffer. Litigation (I

What led you to establish SP Law and what
advice would you offer anyone considering
setting up their own firm?

hope) will become too expensive to be considered as the first

As an IP afficionado, I wanted to help creators and innovators

highly familiar with regional scenarios and capable of adapting

to actively spread their ingenuity. I saw an exaggerated focus

to new, ever-changing realities. With that in mind, they should

on prosecution and litigation and wanted to concentrate on all

develop their learning methods and prepare for a connected

IP-related activities that happen outside those two components

and highly uneven business situation.

dispute resolution mechanism. Specific, bilateral contexts will
also play an enormous role, so future IP practitioners should be

“Prosecution will become more and
more AI-influenced”
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What led you to establish your own firm
and what advice do you have for somebody
considering doing the same?

sensitivities. We also try to help clients understand what is

I have always been interested in the intersection between

infringement and market analysis. Using this information,

technological development and the legal protection of

we develop detailed financial models for what a licensing

inventions. Protecting the business advantages that inventors

campaign could be expected to generate, with or without

create by investing in innovation is critical in today’s high-tech

litigation. Doing this work before launching a monetisation

society and has led to many of the incredible advances that we

campaign helps to set reasonable expectations and to avoid

have seen over recent decades. I established my firm to help

some of the pitfalls of going to market with pricing guidance

these innovators obtain a return on their investment by creating

that is too high for the portfolio, which can seriously handicap

a strategy specific to each client. Each company has different

any monetisation campaign.

reasonably achievable in any transaction by conducting a
deep analysis of the patents at issue, including claim coverage,

business goals, risk profiles and resources to invest in the

experience, I am able to create individualised strategies for my

What do you expect to be the next big tech
sectors to take off – and how can companies
and investors capitalise on these?

clients, and it is this process that led me to create my own firm.

Any areas where there is a convergence of technologies in a

monetisation process and understanding this is key to developing
the correct strategy. Thanks to my diverse background and

new industry or product line has the potential to be the next

Which of the patent monetisation deals that
you have worked on are you most proud of –
and why?

big area for patent monetisation, following a similar trajectory

I have had the good fortune to work on some of the largest patent

science and electrical, mechanical and chemical engineering.

transactions in history and for some of the largest companies

Another is related to the Internet of Things, which combines

in the world. However, the matters that I am most proud of are

connectivity technology, sensors and cloud computing and Big

the deals that have truly made a difference in my clients’ lives. I

Data analysis. Companies in these areas, where technologies

have worked with a number of operating companies that were

converge and new entrants challenge established players, can

experiencing economic difficulties and needed an infusion of

learn from the smartphone patent wars and hopefully create a

cash to remain in business. I was able to complete transactions

more efficient system to license their technologies to all players

on behalf of these clients that allowed them to keep going

in the emerging industries.

that we saw with smartphones. One candidate is medical
devices, where there is a convergence of biology, computer

and bought them enough time to thrive. I have also worked

in the marketplace, but who were unable to capitalise on their

What changes would you like to see made to the
US patent landscape – and how likely do you
think they are to take place?

inventions through operations because they could not compete

I would like to see greater certainty in determining the scope

with major tech companies. I was able to close deals on their

of protection afforded to patents. A significant amount

behalf that allowed them to realise the value of their innovations.

of uncertainty was injected into the patent system in a

with individuals who poured their heart and soul into creating
inventions that were broadly adopted and improved products

short period, which created huge gaps between the value

The IP transactions space is a relatively young
one. How do you manage expectations and
maintain close working relationships with clients
that might be new to the developing market?

expectations of buyers and sellers. It has taken time to sort

The customised analysis described above helps us to develop

opposite sides of the negotiating table, creating an environment

a deep understanding of clients’ business goals and risk

that is more amenable to negotiated settlements.

out the many changes to the patent system and controlling
laws. Having more certainty in the system would help to bring
together the positions and valuations of people sitting on

“A significant amount of uncertainty
was injected into the patent system in
a short period”
IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021
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Can you tell us about challenges that you faced
founding White & Case’s Taiwan practice – and
how you overcame these?

devoting more of our time and resources to understanding
our service users and acting as their trusted business advisor,
compared to a legal team for a one-off matter.

Founding our Taiwan practice involved numerous challenges. At

are major global players that could benefit from White & Case’s

How do you envisage the auto-driving space
evolving over the next five years – and
what can companies in that space do to
prepare themselves?

global platform and integrated approach to the technology

I think that there will be many more disputes because of

industry (both for disputes and corporate/transactional).

the high competition and value in this space. Injunctions on

the time, not many US firms were practising in the country and
it was important to address language and cultural differences.
We also took the time to understand how Taiwanese companies

features that consumers want in the self-driving sphere are

You are known for your litigation skills before
district courts, the International Trade
Commission and the Federal Circuit – what are
some of the biggest changes that you have seen in
US patent litigation over the course of your career?

interesting and an evolving issue, which will affect not just IP
cases (involving both patents and trade secrets), but also issues
of regulation, employment and other fields. Companies will
need to consider their plans and potential exposure across all of
these matters.

Big changes have included new venues (eg, the rise of the

matter and the increasing complexity of technology cases, which

What one change would you like to see to the
technology licensing landscape – and how like
do you think it is to happen?

can now involve suppliers, distributors and customers. I have

I believe that greater clarity on FRAND licensing issues would

had to adapt to these changes by understanding shifting client

help both patentees and licensees, giving them more insight

priorities and new strategies. We also need to be mindful of the

and increased levels of predictability for SEP portfolios. For

global area for disputes so as to ensure that our patrons are

example, more guidance on how a potential FRAND licensee

always one step ahead of their competitors on the global stage.

can express willingness to take a licence would help all parties

Eastern District of Texas and now the Western District of Texas,
as well as the PTAB), shifting law about patentable subject

involved. That will likely happen as more courts in both the

You have represented clients ranging from
small start-ups to multinational corporations.
How have client demands changed over the
years and how have you adapted to this?

United States and Europe tackle these issues.

Clients appreciate it when their IP team understand and

also benefited from a solid stock market, which has made a

assist them with their company business goals as well. We are

number of players much more aggressive.

In the United States, tech companies must prepare
themselves for the onslaught of patent cases from patents that
have been sold in recent bankruptcies. These companies have

“Injunctions on features that consumers
want in the self-driving sphere are interesting
and an evolving issue, which will affect not
just IP cases, but also issues of regulation,
employment and other fields”
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As chair of White & Case’s Global IP practice
group, what are the key factors to consider
when leading a top-class full-service IP team?

both litigation and corporate strategies well in advance, using

There are many factors to consider when leading a full-service

IP claims.

our firm’s combined resources across those legal specialties to
ensure a comprehensive plan for asserting or defending against

global IP practice, but the following particularly stand out:
•

•

Case works hard to ensure that each practice and industry

What metrics do you use to measure the success
of an IP strategy?

sector works towards common objectives, as well as

Repeat business is the best indication of a successful strategy.

practice-specific goals, in order to ensure top client service.

We also measure success based on client satisfaction

We also work on delivery and innovative initiatives that drive

with our advice and support, which is often not easy to

the firm forward across the board.

quantify. Other objective client metrics include revenues and

Effective communication – this is always key, but

litigation outcomes.

Strategy – it is crucial to have a strategy and goals. White &

particularly so during a worldwide pandemic. We have
connected through global practice meetings, as well as

What are the most common mistakes that
parties make during US post-grant proceedings?

frequent virtual client events. Our partners hold check-ins

One common mistake is to misunderstand the audience.

with groups of associates to ensure that everyone has the

PTAB practitioners must adjust to arguing before a panel of

resources and support that they need. Our firm’s technology

experienced patent practitioners, not to a jury or generalist

services group has done a phenomenal job in helping us to

judge. Accordingly, some types of arguments or presentation

stay connected within the firm and with our clients.

styles are less effective before the board. We have also seen

Adaptability – adaptation has been necessary throughout

some practitioners continue to use experts to parrot attorney

2020 and our IP practice has been no exception. There

arguments without sufficient explanation, which the PTAB

have been global challenges to overcome in order for us be

will reject.

made exceptional efforts to ensure that our practice stays

•

able to meet client needs virtually while also ensuring the
wellbeing of our practice members and their families.
In short, it is important to have a defined strategy, to

What are the biggest changes to the biosimilars
landscape that you would like to see – and how
likely do you think they are to happen?

communicate that strategy effectively and to be flexible enough

The biosimilars patent litigation landscape is still in its infancy.

to adapt and to change as circumstances demand. Above all, to

To date, only 28 biosimilar products have been approved in the

build an environment that nurtures excellence and teamwork.

United States, with the majority of these having been approved
in the last two years. Most litigations in the space have resulted

Life sciences companies derive a huge amount
of value from their intellectual property. How
do you manage expectations with clients when
it comes to high-stakes litigation and key deals?

in settlement agreements and – unlike Hatch-Waxman

A large part of managing expectations for life sciences clients

biosimilar products (ie, small molecule drugs) that can be

is advance preparation. Whether working in pharmaceuticals,

substituted by pharmacies. Given the lack of maturity of the

biosimilars or medical devices, clients must often plan years

field, it is difficult to derive any conclusions as to what changes

ahead for regulatory and IP issues. We counsel our clients in

might be helpful to litigants.

litigations – there is as yet no mature body of law. In fact, the
US Food and Drink Administration provided interchangeability
standards in 2019, which we hope will lead to interchangeable

“Repeat business is the best indication
of a successful strategy”
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You are known for providing expert analysis on
damages arising from IP infringements. Can you
summarise the role of a damages expert and
the skills needed to excel in this area?

experts to focus on identifying the appropriate analysis to use
according to the facts of each case.

requires a combination of analytical and communication skills.

How have client demands changed over the
past five years and what impact is this having
on your practice?

An essential part of the role involves accounting and economic

As the IP licensing and litigation landscape has changed in

analysis to evaluate the sales and profits of the products related

recent years, it appears that clients are increasingly focused on

to the intellectual property in dispute. In addition to financial

two things: effectiveness and efficiency. Meeting these demands

analysis, an expert must understand the technical importance

requires an expert backed by a team of professionals that

of the intellectual property at issue and how it contributes to

specialise in IP valuation, licensing and litigation. As damages

the sales and profits that have been measured. A damages

issues have grown more complex, clients are demanding

expert should also possess strong working knowledge of the

analyses that are supported by expertise and a proven,

case law framework that governs the damages analysis and, in

successful process honed by years of experience. Being a

particular, be well versed in recent developments in the law that

principal at Hoffman Alvary, as well as having the good fortune

may be relevant to the issues in a given case.

to work with talented colleagues, allows me to articulate

Providing expert analysis of damages in IP infringement matters

Next, an expert must prepare a well-written report that
discloses all the relevant information with regard to the

to clients how our firm’s specialised skillset and experience
efficiently translate into results.

analyses and conclusions reached. Ultimately, these must be

act – an expert’s testimony must include enough detail to

What challenges will practitioners face in
determining IP infringement damages over the
next five years?

demonstrate the reliability and accuracy of the work, while

I expect that the primary challenges facing practitioners will

being mindful of focusing on the key concepts and conclusions.

reflect those that have been at the forefront of our profession

distilled and communicated to a jury in a clear, understandable
and persuasive manner. This requires a careful balancing

in recent years. For patent damages, one ongoing issue will

What recent developments in the law have
affected how you evaluate patent damages?

be how best to evaluate damages – particularly reasonable

In the past decade, the Federal Circuit and district courts have

relates to one component or functionality of a complex multi-

refined many aspects of the process of calculating patent

component product or service. These issues routinely arise in

damages. These topics have ranged from whether and how

disputes involving software and electronics and require that an

settlement agreements may be used to evaluate reasonable

expert carefully analyse the importance of a specific patented

royalties to how experts should focus their testimony on the

technology to an overall product or service that may include

specific economic value related to the patented technologies,

multiple patented technologies.

rather than larger products into which these technologies may

royalty damages – in instances where the patented technology

I also foresee a rise in the number of disputed matters that

be incorporated. There has been a focus at the centre of these

include various forms of intellectual property, in particular

decisions on ensuring that both expert testimony and jury

patents and trade secrets. In recent years, companies have

awards are reliably connected to the specific economic value of

increasingly sought to protect their products through multiple,

the patented technologies at issue.

overlapping forms of intellectual property. This will naturally

The courts have rarely provided explicit rules on these

lead to more instances where several types of intellectual

issues. Instead, they have provided general guidance on what

property are in dispute. This can present interesting and

approaches may be appropriate under various circumstances.

challenging damages issues as remedies for trade secret

While the lack of specific rules can be challenging and at times

misappropriation and patent infringement overlap in some

lead to unpredictable results, this flexibility allows damages

areas, but also include important distinctions.

“Clients are demanding analyses that are
supported by expertise and a proven, successful
process honed by years of experience”
IAM Strategy 300 Global Leaders 2021
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What is the biggest career challenge that you
have faced and what can others learn from how
you overcame it?

adopting green technologies in every area of life, is essential

One of the biggest career challenges emerged during my earliest

intellectual property and encourage their implementation could

days in the legal field in 2005, when the Biological Diversity

play a key role in addressing this issue.

to overcome the environmental crisis looming over future
generations. Incentives to protect environmentally friendly

Law had just come into effect in India. It was the first time that

centuries-old practices of using Indian plants and herbs and

What, in your opinion, makes for a watertight
patent protection policy – and are there any
particular areas that life sciences should
concentrate on when it comes to protection?

my advice was questioned. Despite feeling pressured to revise

Pre-patent filing activities, such as capturing all innovations

my opinions, I decided to continue with my interpretation and

generated, taking informed decision to protect via patents

understanding of the law. I also made representations before

of other forms of intellectual property and establishing clear

the Biodiversity Authority, which was still getting to grips with

ownership documentation, are critical. However, as there

the situation. After years of perseverance and holding onto my

are no perfect patents, continuous efforts to gain maximum

view on the law – even at the cost of appearing to favour the

commercial benefit – either by licensing partnerships or

authority – clients finally saw that I had their best interests at

enforcement litigation strategies – are necessary. In the life

heart when asking them for full compliance. My efforts led to

sciences sector the importance of patent pools cannot be

me helping to spread more awareness about the new law. In

underestimated when it comes to having a patent portfolio

2019 the authority itself provided additional time to companies

that provides maximum returns. In addition, the claim scope

trying to comply with the requirements. The learning from this

needs to be carefully crafted in medtech patents due to different

experience was that maintaining integrity during pressure is

jurisdictional subject-matter patentability criterion.

I had to tell clients about the new obligations for using Indian
biological resources and that things were not going to be same
as before. The change was not acceptable to those following

easy if your intention is to help.

What led you to your current career as an expert
in biological diversity – and what advice would
you have for someone considering following in
your footsteps?

What three IP developments do you see coming
down the pipeline for the agro-biotech industry
– and how can companies in the space best
prepare themselves?
The world’s population is expected to increase by 2 billion in

It was sheer chance that I found myself focusing on the

the next 30 years, from 7.7 billion currently to 9.7 billion in 2050,

Biological Diversity Law, as this came into being during a

and could peak at nearly 11 billion around 2100 as per a United

transitional phase of my career. My PhD from the Tata Energy

Nations report of 2019. The agro-biotech industry – particularly

and Resources Institute’s biotechnology and bioresources

with regard to using genome editing tools such as SDN-1 and

department sparked my interest in this new development on the

SDN-2 combined with new breeding techniques – will play a key

Indian legal scene. The more I delved into it, the more that the

role in meeting the second UN Sustainable Development Goal,

vastness and importance of the subject amazed me. Biological

that is, no hunger. Use of technologies such as AI and machine

resources are our heritage and responsibility – there is so much

learning to extract value from data, service and information

to do in order to conserve them while using them sustainably.

databases to develop not only high yield and pest/stress
resistant varieties, but also better quality and nutritive variants

You are known for being passionate about
protecting the environment – how can IP
developments help to address the various
environmental crises that we currently face?

should be possible in the near future. The industry therefore

Innovation is key to protecting the current deterioration of our

of regulatory practices and procedures related to biological

environment. A human commitment to this, combined with

resources, including those for digital sequence information.
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needs to focus on developing a strong global IP network
with awareness of county-specific laws for litigation and
alternate dispute resolutions, as well as increasing knowledge
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What is the biggest career challenge that you
have faced and what can others learn from how
you overcame it?

What are the key characteristics of an excellent
IP strategy?

The biggest challenge that I faced in my career was to

the sense that it makes use of all available tools that are based

truly understand that patent law is a hybrid subject matter

on Big Data (eg, patent landscaping and patent searches).

composed of technical and legal aspects. However, for the

‘Global’ in the sense that the IP strategy has a global footprint

ultimate success of patent enforcement in most cases, the

and is customised on the specifics of each national market.

technical aspects take centre stage. Thus, diligent preparation

However, intellectual property remains a country-by-country

of the facts of a case is critical. This applies in particular to

project. ‘Dynamic’ describes the need to fine-tune any strategy

front-loaded court systems such as those in Europe (eg,

on a regular basis, as legislation, case law and the behaviour of

Germany). This patent law-based observation is also true for

competitors mandate frequent and constant adjustments.

An excellent IP strategy is digital, global and dynamic. ‘Digital’ in

other IP enforcement cases; facts, rather than legal arguments,
win cases.

What are your top three tips for ensuring longlasting relationships with international clients?

As head of the legal department at Meissner
Bolte PartG mbB, what does effective
leadership in the field of IP law look like to you?

Communication, communication, communication. Of course,

Effective leadership means sharing know-how. This is not a

but also on the geo-political relevance of each IP-related topic.

communication needs to be continuous, concise and up to date.
What is more, it should not only focus on intellectual property,

one-way street but rather a process whereby every individual
on the team feels motivated to contribute their know-how to
the group. With such an agile mindset, the team then becomes
much stronger than each individual.

You are known for taking a leading role in
litigation proceedings. How do you convey
complex technical concepts and arguments in a
way that is clear to juries?

You have been entrusted with patent work by
companies at the top of their industry. What are
the crucial skills for a top-level IP professional
to hone?

The best image to explain this is a children’s book (ie, a lot of

The most important point is to really understand the values and

case to judges is basically the same as explaining them to a jury.

images and little text). This sounds simple but preparing concise
text for a complex technical fact scheme is a time-consuming task.
In Europe we do not have jury trials, but explaining the facts of the

the communication culture of a company. This understanding
is the foundation for all legal services that are to be provided to
the company.

What are the most common mistakes that US
companies tend to make before the EPO?
In my view, the following guidelines are helpful to understand

Which of the cases that you have worked on are
you most proud of – and why?

the EPO:
•

I am most proud of the cases where I can either help clients to

in the specification (the focus of the EPO really is on the

obtain a fair value for their investments in intellectual property
or defend clients against unwarranted threats. In the past 10

The EPO requires a detailed disclosure of the invention
technical aspects).

•

The test of what is originally disclosed in the application as

years, I have handled several hundred court cases, many of

filed is extremely strict at the EPO (in particular, if compared

which fall into one of these two categories.

to the German Patent Office and the UK Patent Office).

“An excellent IP strategy is digital,
global and dynamic”
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Thus, claim amendments are a science in their own right

(maybe even several others) against the UPC Agreement in

and much less is possible before the EPO in this respect

Germany. However, it is unclear whether such complaints will

compared to in the United States, Germany and the United

really terminate the project, further delay it or have any impact

Kingdom (eg, no combination of features from independent

at all.

embodiments). However, there is the potential at the EPO to
fully explore the possibility of multiple dependencies in the
claims, which is likely under-used by US companies at present.

With the German Federal Constitutional Court
upholding the constitutional complaint against
the UPC Agreement, how likely is it that we will see
the creation of the UPC in the foreseeable future?

What do you expect to be the next big tech
sectors to take off in Germany – and how
can companies and investors best position
themselves to capitalise on these?
We will see a lot of innovation in Germany generated in the field
of e-mobility, as significant funds are currently invested in this
area. It is also likely that such innovation will be made by SMEs

Without a crystal ball, this question is difficult to answer. It is

(eg, on the application layer side), which will create interesting

very likely that we will see another constitutional complaint

investment opportunities for such companies.

“We will see a lot of innovation in
Germany generated in the field
of e-mobility ”
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Einav
Zilber

Zilber IP Law, Patents, Management
HaArbaa Towers – North Tower, 5th Floor
28 HaArbaa St
Tel Aviv 6473925
Israel
Tel +972 76 5384357
Fax +972 76 5405219
Web www.zilber-ip.com
Founder
einavzilber@zilber-ip.com

Biography
Einav Zilber founded Zilber IP Law, Patents, Management
in 2019 to offer business-oriented IP management and
legal services to corporates, start-ups and entrepreneurs,
focusing on multi-disciplinary and multi-dimensional
issues. Ms Zilber has a bachelor’s in physics and
mathematics from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and
an LLB from Tel Aviv University. A former division counsel
for Applied Materials Israel and India, and an attorney at
a leading law firm, Ms Zilber is chair of the Israel Patent
Attorney Association.
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What prompted you to establish your own firm
– and what advice would you offer to others
considering taking such a step?

legal functions is vital. Counsel should proactively initiate

I wanted to be close to companies and entrepreneurs with

and support them in making highly uncertain decisions; thus,

strategic IP issues, where intellectual property is a game

we must be able to justify our recommendations and distil a

changer. I also wanted to collaborate with others and shape our

clear opinion.

profession; technology is changing, clients’ needs are changing

Communication between business, technology and
conversations. Attorneys convey complex ideas to clients

The best business outcome is always a result of teamwork.

and our profession must change too – although it is not entirely

I like working with my clients and care a lot about their

clear how we should adapt.

success. I often find myself to be in the best position to

My main focus is to follow my clients’ evolving needs over

advance cooperation. I believe that counsel are increasingly

time and work closely with them. Like any entrepreneur, I strive

judged according to their teamwork skills and their ability to

to identify which services and platforms are most beneficial

facilitate collaboration.

for clients. The coronavirus outbreak found workloads at my
new firm ramping up. The crisis has highlighted the need for
flexibility and innovation and has prompted me to be even
more focused and sharp.

How have client demands changed over the
past five years and how have you adapted to
meet these needs?

You are chair of the IPAA and co-founder of
the Israeli Forum for In-House IP Managers,
as well as a board member of the AIPPI Israel
conferences. What value do such organisations
bring to the wider IP ecosystem and why should
lawyers prioritise them?
In Israel, we see more and more patent attorneys entering

These are extraordinary times, with Big Data, Industry 4.0,

the profession through paths other than big law firms. Also,

collaborative innovation and remote working affecting everyday

companies are starting to recruit patent attorneys as in-house

life. In response, companies are innovating differently and

IP managers rather than appoint engineers, as was previously

extracting value in new ways. Clients’ needs are changing and

the case. Consequently, the role of professional organisations

their expectations from counsel reflect this. My firm offers clients

is to address training and ongoing development. The IPAA is

traditional services as well as innovative ones. For example,

active in bringing together industry and law firm attorneys; it

we customise IP AI tools for companies, carry out in-house IP

also provides public feedback about new legislation and deals

management responsibilities as an outside service and apply

with other topics relevant to the entire IP ecosystem.

tech-transfer methodologies at key stages.

stage start-ups face decisions that previously arose only later

How would you characterise the IP landscape
in Israel and what are the biggest challenges
facing practitioners?

on. Multi-dimensional legal advice is a must today – even

IP practitioners in Israel face the same challenges as colleagues

the best patent protection may not suffice. Counsel should

worldwide: the growing speed of business, how to preserve

use integrated solutions, incorporating all of the protection

quality of service under a tight budget, the management of

measures available in the IP toolbox and place greater attention

global portfolios, higher assimilation between legal practice

on prevention.

areas, changing revenue models and alternative legal

Clients seek flexible strategic advice early on and continue
to need it throughout their lifecycle. Pre-seed and early-

service providers.

You have been entrusted by a spread of
companies, start-ups and government
organisations. What are the key skills for a toplevel IP professional to hone?

The Israeli innovation ecosystem is highly technological and
multinational; therefore, Israeli practitioners are experienced
in IP protection in multiple jurisdictions and adept at working
globally. Driven by the value and pricing of service, the quality of

The key skill that is appreciated by clients is the ability to

the Israeli Patent Office proceedings and the adoption of legal

incorporate business, technology and law into one whole legal

tech solutions, the Israeli IP ecosystem offers local and global

structure. I bring a lot of experience, knowledge and creativity

players unique opportunities. Players looking to optimise their

to the job, as well as the commitment to continue learning

patent procurement processes may thus find Israel and Israeli

and growing.

practitioners an attractive option.
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Kevin
Zilka

OSO-IP LLC
1155 North First Street, Suite 103A
San Jose CA 95112
United States
Principal
kevin@oso-ip.com

Biography
Kevin Zilka has decades of experience in the IP field. He
has successfully monetised patents, yielding more than
$100 million in returns for patent holders. While Mr Zilka
specialises in every stage of the patent procurement,
licensing and enforcement process, his key differentiator
is his expertise in early-stage IP opportunities that fuse
his talents of early recognition of winning technology, the
strategic procurement of enforcement-ready patents and
the development and execution of licensing-centric business
strategies from the ground up.
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What led you to establish your own firm
and what advice do you have for somebody
considering doing the same?

independent inventors, and even some non-profit charities

First and foremost, I love what I do, and I will do it until I can

genuinely empathise with their situation and share in their joy

no longer. That said, after practising in the patent realm for

when their lives are positively affected by their inventions and

many years leading up to and through the dot.com bust of

their hard-earned patents. To date, my team and I are proud to

2001, I witnessed first-hand the role of patents as critical assets

have channelled millions of dollars of IP-licensing revenue to

for both start-ups and independent inventors. In the best of

inventors and patent holders, who deserve a meaningful return

times, those smaller clients of mine already had an uphill battle

on their investment of time and money.

competing with entrenched, cash-rich market incumbents.

along the way. Many of those folks, like me, were cash-strapped
when they started their entrepreneurial journey. Thus, I can

As a licensing professional, I am most proud of the deals

When the technology market tanked, many of those same

that patent market leaders passed on, where I was then able

clients faced mountains of debt with no viable path forward.

to garner significant returns, sometimes to the order of eight

At the bottom of the market, my smaller clients approached
me to request leniency on legal fees owed, along with

figures. That kind of validation is exhilarating for licensing
professionals and their partners alike.

instructions to abandon their portfolios in order to cut
expenses. It became apparent to me that I could play an

How do charities come into play in patent deals?

instrumental role in helping these start-ups and independent

Believe it or not, the US tax code has incentivised patent

inventors. I therefore forgave those outstanding legal fees and

holders to work with charities. After having investigated this,

disengaged the attorney-client relationship so as to enter into

it made sense to partner with some charities so that they

a business partnership in order to bring both my expertise and

could win alongside us, thus ensuring that patent licensing is

capital to bear in using my clients’ patents to recoup losses and

not just about making money but also about giving back. We

even turn sour situations into positive ones.

really enjoy seeing our hard work inure not only to our benefit,

As for my advice for others, such guidance is different these

but also to that of our nation’s charities, which serve children

days, as compared to a decade ago. Ten years ago, I would be

and the nation’s neediest. My team and I are proud to have

beaming with optimism and advising people to dive in fast

channelled millions of dollars of IP licensing revenue to charities

and hard, as opportunities abounded. These days, however,

that enrich the lives of the underprivileged and underserved.

my advice is laced with caution. Sure, there are signs that the

slowly, in a direction that benefits patent holders. However,

You mentioned doing deals on patents where
others would not touch them. What do you do
differently in this regard?

the last pendulum swing (which involved the America Invents

For us, it all comes down to strategic continuation practice.

Act, eBay and Alice) was extreme, to the point where even I

A continuation application is a form of patent application

wondered if it was worth continuing to pursue deals.

that allows a patent owner to file additional broadened and/

patent pendulum (which insider professionals refer to when
discussing the state of patent affairs) is swinging back, albeit

In the end, what I have earned over the last couple of

or narrower claims while a parent patent application is still

decades can be summed up as follows:

pending (ie, before grant). Thus, at a high level, strategic

•

Be selective – the bar for patent quality in deals has been

continuation practice in this context involves filing new claims

raised and is extremely high (leaving many patent holders

via one or more continuation applications involving the granted

out of the game) so you must be careful in your due

parent patent. Doing so has numerous advantages, both before

diligence before engaging.

enforcement and after.

•

•

Be patient – even if your patents are of the highest quality,

Often, licensing professionals primarily look just at issued

you still need to typically litigate to achieve anything

patents when deciding whether to purchase from or partner

meaningful (eg, returns of between seven to eight figures), so

with a patent holder. While patent monetisation is already a

be ready for a long, multi-year saga during which you need

long game, we are prepared (and even eager) to play the longer

to pay close attention at every step.

game – often by starting over when building a patent portfolio

Be careful – do not risk any capital that you are not prepared

using strategic continuation practice. Thus, for us, assuming

to lose. If you do not have the capital to lose, find a partner.

that everything else is perfect, the decision to partner always
comes down to the existence of a pending continuation and

Which of the patent monetisation deals that
you have worked on are you most proud of –
and why?

sufficient patent term to do something substantial with that

As a human being, I am most proud of the deals that made

the strongest case for the patent holder from scratch and with

a material difference to the lives of start-up founders and

the current infringement landscape in mind.
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Further, during litigation, we can continue to use this

in a vacuum and close prosecution in order to save expense, we

strategic continuation practice to bolster and refine the patent

continue to invest in the patent portfolio as new information is

portfolio as litigation plays out. With more and more hurdles

received through the litigation process. While this is expensive,

being erected before patent holders (eg, inter partes reviews

in our experience it is the best playbook for winning.

and Alice motions), it is more important than ever for patent

In a nutshell, this is what differentiates us. We focus almost

owners to employ each and every strategic advantage to

exclusively on deals involving patent portfolios with pending

achieve success, including strategic continuation practice.

continuations that enable us to spend over 10 times the typical
money and expertise-backed effort, in order to overcome the

Why do you think others are not as focused on
strategic continuation practice as you?

elevated hurdles that have been erected over the last decade or

First and foremost, it is expensive. Further, once somebody

me well to add value throughout this process.

two. Further, my 20-plus years as a patent prosecutor positions

managing a patent family decides to spare themselves this

continuation) are few and far between. However, from our

You are a named inventor on dozens of patents
– how has that affected your attitude to and
insight into partnering with others?

perspective, the bottom line is that it is best to really dig

The bottom line is that I get it. I know what is going through

into infringement, validity, damages and statutory subject

an inventor’s mind when they are looking to monetise their

matter issues before you start writing claims that will be used

assets. I have been there, I have done that – many times over.

in litigation and do so with all of the latest, relevant facts at

In addition to having walked in the inventor’s shoes, my own

your disposal. Still, you need to continue this approach in an

inventing experience has led me to develop a profound respect

iterative process of revisiting those same issues in light of new

for inventors. The road has always been tough for them, and,

information that emerges during litigation in order to bolster

in recent times, it has become even tougher. Thus, I see my

and refine. Thus, while many simply draft and issue their patents

partnerships (with inventors) as a true privilege.

expense, that decision is irrevocable. Thus, patent portfolios
that meet our criteria (ie, high quality, infringed, with a pending

“With more and more hurdles being erected
before patent holders, it is more important than
ever for patent owners to employ each and
every strategic advantage to achieve success,
including strategic continuation practice”
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Australia
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Innovative Foundations
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Ahurei Pty Ltd
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Hugo Wang
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May M Cheng
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Patent Armory
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Patent Monetization Inc
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Patent Monetization Inc
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Marconi
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Jun Qiu
Liu Shen
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Via Licensing
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Pravin Anand
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Thailand
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Inngot Ltd
Chris Donegan
Invention Capital Associates

Paul Carpenter
QipWorks
Richard Buttrick
RBIP Ltd

Stephen Carter
K2 IP Limited / The
Intellectual Property Works

Luke Minford
Rouse

Gwilym Roberts
Kilburn & Strode

Mark Cohen
Sagentia Ltd

Jennifer Harris
Kilburn & Strode

Michael Burdon
Simmons & Simmons LLP

Daniel Lim
Kirkland Ellis

Andrew James
Siskin Capital Ltd

Nicola Dagg
Kirkland Ellis

Nicholas Webb
Sisvel UK Ltd

Simon Mounteney
Marks & Clerk LLP

Giustino de Sanctis
Vectis

Ilya Kazi
IK-IP Ltd

Sandro Spina
Vectis IP Ltd

Anna Gregson
Mathys & Squire

Anton Hutter
Venner Shipley LLP

Martin MacLean
Mathys & Squire

Allie Elend
Venner Shipley LLP

Dani Kramer
Mathys & Squire

Andrew Sant
White Light Consulting

Ken Seddon
LOT Network Inc
United States: California
Erik Ahroon
Acacia Research Corp
Marc Booth
Acacia Research Corp
Joe Daniele
Acorn Technologies Inc

Julie Mar-Spinola
Finjan Holdings Inc
Eric Schulman
Fish & Richardson PC
Efrat Kasznik
Foresight Valuation Group
LLC
Courtney Quish
Fortress Investment Group
LLC
Joseph Kessler
Fortress Investment Group
LLC
Alexander Cohen
Fortress Investment Group
LLC
Damon Matteo
Fulcrum Strategy

John Lindgren
IPValue Management Inc
George Park
IPValue Management Inc
Keith Wilson
IPValue Management Inc
James Pooley
James Pooley PLC
Tom Cowan
Knobbe Martens
Ilja Bedner
LOT Network Inc
Bridget Smith
Lowenstein & Weatherwax
LLP
Ahsan A Shaikh
McDermott Will & Emery
Shoji Matsumoto
Meister Tech Alliances LLC
Dimitri Kirimis
Nicholson De Vos Webster &
Elliott LLP

Dooyong Lee
Aequitas Technologies LLC

Paul B Germeraad
Germeraad Consulting Group,
Inc

Joshua Pichinson
agencyIP

Ghobad Heidari
GHB Intellect

Daniel M De Vos
Nicholson De Vos Webster &
Elliott LLP

Ray Strimaitis
Allied Security Trust

Christopher Beckman
ScoreIP Inc, Inc

Seth D Levy
Nixon Peabody LLP

Deepak Sharma
Anjay Venture Partners LLC

Lewis Zaretzki
Hamilton IPV

Douglas Luftman
Nomis Solutions

Jaime Siegel
Cerebral Assets LLC

Judith Szepesi
HIPLegal LLP

Kayvan Noroozi
Noroozi PC

Bryant Lee
Cognition IP

Mitchell Rosenfeld
Equip Advisors

Jeffrey Ronaldi
BiTMICRO Networks, inc

Boris Teksler
Conversant Intellectual
Property Management Inc

Carlo Segantini
Invention Capital Partners

Steven Horowitz
Ovidian Group LLC

Ron Laurie
InventionShare, Inc

Dave Djavaherian
PacTech Law

Jake Handy
Fenwick & West LLP
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Philip Hartstein
Finjan Holdings Inc
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Art Monk
Patent Contacts LLC

David R Stevens
Stevens Law Group

Mark Gober
Sherpa Technology Group

Greg Gardella
Gardella Grace PA

William J Plut
Patent Profit International
LLC

Nader A Mousavi
Sullivan & Cromwell LLP

United States: Colorado

Jeffrey L Costellia
Nixon Peabody LLP

David Smith
Tynax Inc

Russ Krajec
BlueIron IP

Marc S Kaufman
Rimon PC

Thomas Chia
Via Licensing Corp

Jeffery L Carter
HighTech-Solutions

Scott A McKeown
Ropes & Gray LLP

Tim Crean
Via Licensing Corp

Thomas D Franklin
Kilpatrick Townsend &
Stockton LLP

Tracy-Gene G Durkin
Sterne Kessler Goldstein &
Fox PLLC

Linda Biel
Rowan TELS

Robert Greene Sterne
Sterne Kessler Goldstein &
Fox PLLC

Joseph Yang
PatentEsque Law Group LLP
Suzanne Harrison
Percipience LLC
Dana W Hayter
Perkins Coie LLP
Robert Aronoff
Pluritas, LLC
Sanjay Prasad
Prasad IP, PC
Matthew Vella
Prince Lobel Tye LLP
Kent Richardson
Richardson Oliver Insights
LLC
Daniel P McCurdy
RPX Corporation
Eric Olsen
RPX Corporation
Gaby Khouri
RPX Corporation
Mallun Yen
SaaStr
Andre Marais
Schwegman Lundberg &
Woessner PA
Eugene Lhymn
Sherman Patent Search
Group LLC
Peter Detkin
Sherpa Technology Group
Andrew Filler
Sherpa Technology Group
Kevin G Rivette
Sherpa Technology Group
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Nicholas Dudziak
Via Licensing Corp
Taraneh Maghamé
Via Licensing Corp
Joseph Siino
Via Licensing Corp
Bill Goldman
VideoLabs, Inc
Joe Chernesky
VideoLabs, Inc
Karen N Ballack
Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP
Bijal Vakil
White & Case LLP
Daren Orzechowski
White & Case LLP
Michael Zhang
Wi-LAN Inc
Kevin Zilka
OSO-IP LLC
Peter Harter
The Farrington Group
Jonathan James
Fortress Investment Group
LLC

Matt Moyers
HighTech-Solutions

Renae Wainwright
Kilpatrick Townsend &
Stockton LLP
Sherry M Knowles
Knowles Intellectual Property
Strategies LLC
Brent Bellows
Knowles Intellectual Property
Strategies
Barry Brager
Perception Partners
Jacqueline Hutter
The Hutter Group
Charles Chamberlain
IP Investments Group

Jonathan Stroud
Unified Patents Inc
Kevin Jakel
Unified Patents Inc

Bill Ragland
Womble Bond Dickinson (US)
LLP

Mark Nowotarski
Markets, Patents & Alliances
LLC

United States: Florida

United States: Illinos

Michael Dilworth
Dilworth IP

John J Garland
Garland IP Services LLC

Michele S Katz
Advitam IP

Timothy M Lynch
Provenance Asset Group

Tom Major
TransactionsIP LLC

Timothy C Meece
Banner Witcoff

United States: Delaware

Richard Ehrlickman
TransactionsIP LLC

Christopher Freeman
Burford Capital LLC

Rodger Jackson
ipIGNITION LLC

Katharine Wolanyk
Burford Capital LLC

United States: Georgia

Eric Carlson
Burford Capital LLC

Jason P Cooper
Alston & Bird

Robert B Goldman
Charles River Associates

John Hudson
Deloitte Corporate Finance
LLC

Daniel M McGavock
Charles River Associates

United States: Connecticut

Erich Spangenberg
IPwell International
Intellectual Property Law Firm
United States: District of
Columbia
Poh Chua
Aon Intellectual Property
Solutions
Tayan Patel
Baker Hostetler LLP

Erik Oliver
Richardson Oliver Insights
LLC

Eric Sophir
Dentons

John A Amster
Rowan TELS

Mercedes K Meyer
Drinker Biddle

Bill Hartselle
IP Investments Group

Richard Razgaitis
Charles River Associates

Michael McLaughlin
IP Investments Group

Andrew R Hein
Crown Point Advisors LLC |
Crown Point Transactions LLC

Ryan Strong
IP Investments Group

Nicholas Stabinsky
Crown Point Transactions LLC
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Dimitriy Andreyev
Flagship IP LLC
David Bertren
Global IP Law Group
Graham Gerst
Global IP Law Group
Alison Richards
Global IP Law Group
Ragnar Olson
Global IP Law Group
Adam Gill
GLS Capital

Christopher V Carani
McAndrews, Held &
Malloy Ltd
James E Malackowski
Ocean Tomo LLC

Michael Friedman
Hilco IP Merchant Banking
Chad Hilyard
Hilco IP Merchant Banking
Josh Gammon
Hilco IP Merchant Banking
Elvir Causevic
Houlihan Lokey Inc
David R Jarczyk
KPMG
Michael Taylor
ktMINE
Chris Lee
Lee Sheikh Megley & Haan
LLC
William Farrell Jr
Longford Capital
Management
Michael Nicolas
Longford Capital
Management

Joesph Maraia
Burns & Levinson LLP

James Wodarski
Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris,
Glovsky and Popeo, PC
Peter Moller
HEVC Advance LLC

Michael Milani
Ocean Tomo LLC

David Boundy
Cambridge Technology Law
LLC

Mark James Fitzgerald
Nixon Peabody LLP

Andrew Carter
Ocean Tomo LLC

Bruce Rubinger
Global Prior Art Inc

Fangli Chen
Proskauer Rose LLP

Li-Hsien (Lily) Rin-Laures
RinLauresLLC

Fang Xie
Greenberg Traurig LLP

United States: Michigan

Mark A Peterson
Robinwood Consulting LLC

David J Dykeman
Greenberg Traurig LLP
Chinh H Pham
Greenberg Traurig LLP

Jamison Lynch
GLS Capital
Gillian McColgan
Hilco IP Merchant Banking

United States:
Massachusetts

William Cory Spence
SpencePC
Steven Steger
Steger IP, LLC
Jay Nuttall
Steptoe & Johnson LLP
Scott Weingust
Stout
Emily Hostage
Burford Capital LLC
Andrew Ramer
Marqera LLC
United States: Indiana
Scott Bechtel
Amicour IP
Erik Reeves
Anaqua
Michael Pellegrino
Pellegrino & Associates, LLC
United States: Maryland

Michael Muczynski
Marshall Gerstein & Borun LLP

Robert F Held
Held Intellectual Property,
LLC

Pamela L Cox
Marshall Gerstein & Borun LLP

Larry Horn
MPEG LA
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Joel Wacek
Hoffman Alvary & Company
LLC
Michael T Renaud
Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris,
Glovsky and Popeo, PC
Michael Dansky
Intellectual Property
Strategies
Bradford J Kullberg
Nathan Associates Inc
Richard Baker
New England Intellectual
Property LLC
Jonathan DeBlois
Prince Lobel Tye LLP
Johanna Dwyer
QipWorks
Edward G Black
Ropes & Gray LLP
Ralph Eckardt
Sherpa Technology Group

Kevin Arst
284 Partners

United States: Nevada
Ian Watson
Quinn Pacific
Francis Rushford
RSL Holdings Inc
Daniel J Henry
RSL Holdings Inc
Raymond Reusser
RSL Holdings Inc
United States: New Jersey
Russell Binns
Allied Security Trust

Michael Lasinski
284 Partners

Paul Seaman
Jaspar LLC

Philip Kline
284 Partners

Kapu Kumar
Jaspar LLC

Michael N Spink
Brinks Gilson & Lione

Robert Petrelli
Providentia IP

United States: Minnesota

United States: New York

Scott Rothenberger
Barnes & Thornburg LLP

Peter Hardigan
Ankura Consulting Group LLC

John A Dragseth
Fish & Richardson PC

David Yukevich
Ankura Consulting Group LLC

Christopher K Larus
Robins Kaplan LLP

Brian Hinman
Aon Intellectual Property
Solutions

Jake M Holdreith
Robins Kaplan LLP
Russel Slifer
Schwegman Lundberg &
Woessner PA
Timothy E Bianchi
Schwegman Lundberg &
Woessner PA

Anita Varma
White & Case LLP

United States: Missouri

Nathan Speed
Wolf, Greenfield & Sacks, PC

Dennis Bennett
Global Patent Group

Fatih M Ozluturk
Soryn IP Group LLC
Paul Ragusa
Baker Botts LLP
Laurence Rosenberg
Berkeley Research Group LLC
David Kennedy
Berkeley Research Group, LLC
Bruce Berman
Brody Berman Associates Inc
Joshua Harris
Burford Capital LLC
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Robert Cote
Cote Capital
David Kappos
Cravath, Swaine & Moore LLP
David Shoneman
Darwin IP Advisors LLC
John M Desmarais
Desmarais LLP
Peter Holden
Dunworth Capital Advisors
LLC

Zeev Pearl
Pearl Cohen Zedek Latzer
Baratz LLP

Keith Bergelt
Open Invention Network LLC

William O’Donnell
TechPats

Jason Bourgeois
IP Valuation Partners, LLC

Claus Melarti
RPX Corp

United States: Ohio

Mark Chandler
Upstream Partners, Inc

Adam Baumli
IP Valuation Partners, LLC

Anthony Trippe
Patinformatics LLC

United States: Tennessee

Charles R Neuenschwander
IPLC, LLC

Bradley Larschan
Bastille LLC

Stewart Mesher
K&L Gates

United States: Texas

Khaled Fekih-Romdhane
LonghornIP

Bryan Vogel
Robins Kaplan LLP
Hanna Madbak
Bailey Duquette PC
Jose A Esteves
Skadden Arps Slate Meagher
& Flom LLP

Alexander I Poltorak
General Patent Corporation
James Decarlo
Greenberg Traurig LLP
Paul Greco
ICAP Patent Brokerage LLC
Tracey R Thomas
IP Zone Company
David Cohen
Kidon IP Corp | David L
Cohen, PC
Zachary Silbersher
Markman Advisors LLP /
Kroub Silbersher & Kolmykov
PLLC
Sergey Kolmykov
Markman Advisors LLP /
Kroub Silbersher & Kolmykov
PLLC
Gaston Kroub
Markman Advisors LLP /
Kroub Silbersher & Kolmykov
PLLC
Jonathan Berschadsky
Merchant & Gould PC
Corey M Horowitz
Network-1 Technologies, Inc
Sean Thompson
Parabellum Capital LLC
Mark S Cohen
Pearl Cohen Zedek Latzer
Baratz
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Michael Gulliford
Soryn IP Group, LLC
Joe Casino
Wiggin and Dana LLP
Michael Kasdan
Wiggin and Dana LLP
Trevor Cook
Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale
and Dorr LLP
Ami Patel Shah
Fortress Investment Group
LLC
Garrard R Beeney
Sullivan & Cromwell LLP
David L Cohen
Kidon IP
John P Gourary
Covington & Burling
United States: North
Carolina
Grant Moss
Adapt IP Ventures LLC
Brian Bochicco
Adapt IP Ventures LLC
JiNan Glasgow George
Neo IP
Michael Chernoff
Murgitroyd

Mark A Watkins
Vorys, Sater, Seymour and
Pease LLP
Jonathan Wood
Dinsmore & Shohl LLP
United States: Oregon
David Kline
David Kline Associates
Andrew Godsey
GTT Group Inc
Michael Lubitz
GTT Group Inc
John D Russell
McCoy Russell LLP
United States:
Pennsylvania

Kasim Alfalahi
Avanci LLC/Marconi
Luke McLeroy
Avanci LLC/Marconi

Ilkka Rahnasto
Marconi

Li Chen
Chen Malin LLP
Scott Burt
Conversant Intellectual
Property Management Inc
David Pridham
Dominion Harbor
Matthew DelGiorno
Dominion Harbor
Brad Sheafe
Dominion Harbor

Bruce Bernstein
The Law Office of Bruce G
Bernstein

Benjamin Brownlow
Dominion Harbor

Robert Pressman
Bramson & Pressman

Mitch Kline
Dominion Harbor

Donald Boreman
Global Patent Transactions,
LLC

Robert Kelly
Dominion Harbor

Joshua Slavitt
Gordon Rees Scully
Mansukhani
John Veschi
Hilco IP Merchant Banking
Paul Riley
Jaspar LLC
Raymond A Miller
Troutman Pepper

Les Ware
Marconi

Preston Morgan
Dominion Harbor
Erick Robinson
Porter Hedges LLP
Jonathan Szarzynski
Endpoint IP
Christian Dubuc
Harfang IP

Aaric Eisenstein
Personalized Media
Communications
Ranjeev Singh
Singh Law PLLC
Paul J Skiermont
Skiermont Derby LLP
Andrew Gordon
OSO-IP LLC
Abha Divine
Techquity Capital
Management
Mark Roche
Techquity Capital
Management
Chris Mulkey
TECHSON IP LLC
Luke Barbin
TECHSON IP LLC
Tom Hochstatter
TECHSON IP LLC
Kirk Dailey
Innovius (Marconi)
Patrick Caldwell
The Caldwell Firm LLC

Eyal Iffergan
Hyperion Global Partners
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Jeff Toler
Toler Law Group PC
Deirdre Leane
Via Licensing Corp
Rick Sanchez
Whitaker Chalk Swindle &
Schwartz PLLC
Kirk Dailey
Innovius (Marconi)

United States: Washington
Cheryl Milone
Lee & Hayes, PC
Stu Stiles
Aon Intellectual Property
Solutions
Dan Crouse
Aon Intellectual Property
Solutions

Brooke W Quist
Seed Intellectual Property
Law Group LLP
Bart Eppenauer
Shook Hardy & Bacon LLP
Patrik Edenholm
Siembra
Louis Carbonneau
Tangible IP LLC

Jamie Ribman
Marconi Group

Lewis Lee
Aon Intellectual Property
Solutions

Ira Blumberg
Lenovo

Paul Reidy
Excalibur IP

Cristofer Leffler
Folio Law Group PLLC

United States: Wisconsin

United States: Utah

Patrick Santos
Han Santos PLLC

Tom L Briscoe
KBA Law

Matthew Wahlrab
Rapid Alpha

United States: Vermont

Jim Weisfield
Intellectual Ventures
Management LLC

John Cronin
ipCapital Group Inc
Nancy Cronin
ipCapital Group Inc

Gregory Kisor
Intellectual Ventures
Management LLC

United States: Virginia

Roger Wylie
Kilpatrick Townsend &
Stockton LLP

Kirsten A Grüneberg
Grüneberg and Myers PLLC
Rocky Berndsen
Harrity & Harrity, LLP
Gene Quinn
IPWatchdog Inc
Erin-Michael Gill
Genaesis

Ada C Nielsen
The PeregrineMaven Group
Uruguay
Gonzalo Fernández Secco
Fernández Secco & Asociados

Mathen Ganesan
Intellectual Ventures
Management LLC

Marshall Phelps Jr
ipCreate Inc

Patrick Keane Buchanan
Ingersoll & Rooney PC

Richard Kaiser
Michael Best & Friedrich LLP

Maria Anderson
Knobbe Martens
Brett Nelson
Lee & Hayes, PC
Rachal C Winger
Lee & Hayes, PC
Richard Allen
Lee & Hayes, PC
Micky Minhas
Microsoft Corporation
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